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CHAPTER I.

Introduction

1 *1 The Phenomenon of the Helium Film

Although about twenty-five years have passed since its discovery

there is still no satisfactory explanation of many properties of the

helium film, A theory of the film based on van der V/aals' forces has

been developed, which accounts satisfactorily for some properties of

the static film, but no complete hydrodynamic theory of the helium

film has yet been put forward to explain the extremely unusual flow

properties. The work presently reported was undertaken to aid develop¬

ment of a satisfactory hydrodynamic theopy by providing further infor¬

mation on the film properties.

The possible existence of a film of liquid helium on the walls of

a vessel was first mentioned by Fcllin (Kurti, Bollin, and Simon, 1930

to explain the rapidity with which temperature equilibrium was

established in a system containing liquid helium below the lambda-point

Bollin and Simon (i939) subsequently developed the idea and applied it

to the results of their own experiments and to some earlier unexplained

observations.

Kamerlingh Onnes (l S22) made the first recorded observation of one

of the properties of the film. He noted the quick disappearance of a

difference in liquid levels introduced between the helium in a beaker

and in a bath containing the partially immersed beaker. The phenomenon



was attributed to distillation, though the speed of this supposed

vajjour distillation was commented upon#

Rollin and Simon (1939) demonstrated the existence of the film in

experiments which measured the rate of evaporation from vessels of

known geometry. The rate of evaporation was found to vary with the

radius of the tube connecting the vessel to the pumping system, as would

be expected if the surface of the tube was covered with liquid helium#

The material of the walls appeared to have no effect on the phenomenon.

Two theories were put forward to explain heat transport in the

film: (1) that the film was stationary and had a very high thermal con¬

ductivity, similar to that of the bulk liquid (Keesom and Keesom, 1936),

or, (2) that the film was in continual motion up the walls, evaporating

in regions of higher temperature. The early experiments could be

equally well explained by both theories. Eollin and Simon (1939) con¬

cluded that the film was "creeping" over the walls when they observed

that a vessel emptied at the same rate when closed by a needle valve as

when it was open, whereas if tfere had been distillation the transfer

rates would have been very different in the two cases. Daunt and

Mendelssohn (1939a) obtained further confirmation that the transfer was

a surface phenomenon when they made the first comprehensive investi¬

gation of the film proxjerties. They observed that the flow rate from

the higher liquid level was enhanced when a wick of copper wires was

introduced between two connected vessels containing helium at different

levels, and all the helium removed from the higher level by the increase

in flow appeared in the lower vessel. Further mention of the experiments
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of Daunt and Mendelssohn will be made later.

The film is apparently a consequence of the superfluidity of liquid

helium II and, therefore, any hydrodynamic theory of the film must take

account of the theories of superfluidity which have been developed. Some

of these theories and the properties of liquid helium leading to them will

be briefly discussed below.

1 .2 General Properties of Liquid Helium

The phase diagram of helium exhibits several features which indicate

that the liquid may be expected to have some unusual properties. There

is no triple point and it is impossible to solidify helium under its own

saturated vapour pressure. The phase diagram has been compiled from

magnetic cooling measurements down to very low temperatures, and, when

the curves are extrapolated, it appears that helium is still liquid at

absolute zero. The solidification pressure required at this temperature

would be about twenty-five atmospheres. There is a phase change between

two types of liquid (which arc called helium I and helium II) at about

this and the Clausius-Clapeyron equation for the melting curve it can

easily be seen that at 0°K. the entropy of the liquid and solid are

equal. Thus from the third law of thermodynamics there exists at

absolute zero both a solid and a liquid form with zero entropy or

perfect ordering. The existence of a liquid at absolute zero implies

that it might be expected to show quantum mechanical properties.

2.1 8°K.

Experimental observations show Using



Hie specific heat curve for liquid helium shows the form of a

co-operative phenomenon at the temperature of the liquid phase change.

This indicates a second order transition where the first order

derivatives of the Gibbs function (entropy and volume) are continuous,

but the second order derivatives (specific heat at constant pressure

and coefficient of expansion) show discontinuities at the transition

temperature. Experimental determination of the coefficient of

expansion has shown the expected discontinuity. The transition tem¬

perature is called the lambda-point because of the similarity of the

specific heat curve to the Greek letter lambda.

Above the lambda-point the liquid (helium i) behaves very nearly

classically, but below this temperature the liquid (helium II) exhibits

some quite unusual properties. Under isothermal conditions helium II

is able to flow through very narrow channels, and the flow shows

complete divergence from classical properties (Allen and Misener, 1939).

Also different values of the viscosity are obtained by different experi¬

mental techniques. The high mobility of liquid through the helium film

is another phenomenon not encountered in other liquids.

The thermal properties of the bulk liquid are also very unusual.

The extremely high thermal conductivity is found to be an inverse

function of the temperature gradient (Allen, Peierls, and Uddin, 1937),
and to increase with decrease in the size of a capillary along, which

there is a temperature gradient (Allen and Jones, 1938)* Allen and

Jones (1938) also observed the thermomechanical, or "fountain" effect,

where a difference in levels of liquid helium is observed in two con-
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nected ressels if a small quantity of heat is supplied to one of them.

1 .3 Theories of Liquid Helium

The unusual properties cannot be explained by classical theory and

it is therefore to be supposed that they may be connected with quantum

phenomena (Landau, 1941).

In several ways He^" may be likened to a gas rather than to a normal

liquid. For example helium I has a gas like viscosity which increases

with tenperature, while in a normal liquid the viscosity decreases with

increase in tenperature. The atoms contain an even number of fundamental

particles and can thus be considered to obey Bose-Einstein statistics.

London (1938a,b) pointed out the similarity between the lambda-transition

and the condensation which could occur in an ideal gas of Bose particles.

This condensation had previously been neglected in theoretical con¬

sideration of the statistics as having no practical application. In

helium the condensation is distorted from that of an ideal gas because

the particles are subject to interatomic forces, also helium is in the

liquid phase and is not a gas. Below the transition temperature a

finite fraction of the atoms will "condense" into the lowest available

quantum state, or ground state, the fraction condensed varying from

unity at 0°K. to zero at the transition temperature. To describe the

contribution of the atoms in the lowest state to the total density of

the liquid, London considered the analogy to a condensation in momentum

space, so that the atoms in the ground state have zero energy and

momentum and hence also zero viscosity.
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Tisza (1938) developed the "two fluid" theory on this picture.

The atoms in the ground state are considered as the superfluid com¬

ponent of the liquid end have zero entropy, while the atoms in excited

states are associated with the normal fluid.

Landau (1 941 > 1917) considered liquid helium as a continuum with

its possible modes of excitation. He envisaged two types of excitation

which he called phonons, corresponding to longitudinal Debye sound waves,

and rotons, which he suggested might correspond to rotational modes of

motion. In the energy spectrum envisaged by Landau, the excitations

with small values of momentum (p) correspond to phonons and will be

predominant below 1 °K, At higher energy values (£) he envisaged the

roton spectrum to be of the form

€ -A* (p * p-')g
2M

where A is the minimum energy of a roton and p its effective mass. The

existence of the energy gap (A) implies that rotons will not be excited

at low energies. The theory is based on temperatures close to the

absolute zero, and hence fails to give a satisfactory explanation of the

lambda phenomenon, but the presence of an energy gap and the resulting

exponential factors in the calculated thermodynamic quantities make it

relatively easy to relate theory and experiment. In this theory the

superfluid is the "background" in which the normal fluid is embedded.

The excitations themselves are considered as quasi-particles whose

density at any temperature gives the normal fluid density (^h) at that
temperature.
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The theory provides a semi-quantitative explanation of many of

the observed phenomena in liquid helium. The non-classical flow through

narrow channels may be described as flow of the superfluid with zero

viscosity, while the excitations collide with the walls of the channel

and are unable to get through. The helium film may be considered as an

extremely narrow channel. Thus in the two fluid picture flow through

the film will be of the superfluid fraction. It appears improbable

that the normal fluid can take part in film flow, and thus the film

offers a readily obtained medium for the study of pure superfluid flow.

A rigorous explanation of the properties of liquid helium can only

be obtained from solution of the Schroedinger equation for all the atoms

in a sample of liquid. This is prohibitively difficult and no complete

solution can therefore be expected, but Feynman (1955) has developed

Landau's picture using a phenomenologicel approach. The phonons in

Landau's picture are longitudinal sound wsves and involve changes in

density as the value of the wave function changes in the Schroedinger

equation. It is because only phonons exist as excited states close to

the absolute zero that the specific heat varies as T^ when T tends to

zero. Any other types of excitations, not involving changes in density,

have much higher energies, since the wave function changes very rapidly

from positive to negative when there is a change of configuration between

states corresponding to maximum and minimum possible values of the wave

function. Feynman considers the rotons of Landau's excitation spectrum

as the excitations produced by altering the configuration of the atoms

without altering the density. The minimum energy is involved when the



gradient of the wave function is a minimum.

Feynman's picture indicates that there will be a minimum in the

energy spectrum, and also predicts e linear spectrum for small values of

the wave number, as envisaged by Landau. This quantum mechanical cal¬

culation gives a value of the minimum in the curve larger than the

experimental value. Feynman also considers the implications of

irrotational superfluid flow and this is discussed in the following

chapter.



CHAPTER II.

The Concept of Vorticity in Helium II

2.1 Introduction

The irrotational flow of superfluid helium has been considered an

essential to be accounted for in any development of a hydrodynamic

theory explaining the unusual flow properties (Landau, 1941). The

existence of a critical velocity (Vg) was appreciated, and it was thought
that flow must be frictionless and irrotational below this velocity.

The restricting equation then becomes

curl Vg = 0 for Vg < Vg ,

where is the superfluid velocity. Early experimental evidence tended

to support the idea. The Andronikashvili pile of discs oscillating in

helium II only influenced the normal part of the fluid.

Osborne (1950) found that the surface of a beaker of helium II set

in rotation was described by the equation

Jl2 2
y = iiX '

where y is the height, x the distance from the axis of rotation and XI

is the angular velocity, not by the equation

/°n SI2 2

as would result if only the normal fraction was affected by the rotation
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of the beaker. It can be argued that this might be the result if the

critical velocity was exceeded, as the peripheral velocity was from 35

to 70 cm. per sec., but repetition of this type of experiment with

velocities down to 4 cm. per sec. has yielded the same result

(Andronikashvili and Kaverkin, 1955)•

The superfluid has been regarded as the medium in which the normal

fluid (or excitations) moves. It is thought to be frictionless itself,

and thus the only way in which friction can be introduced is by the

formation of excitations in the fluid. The superfluid might react with

the walls to form these excitations. Two kinds of excitations have

already been mentioned, phonons and rotons. The critical velocity

required in the superfluid for creation of these excitations is given by

vc = p I min. '

which gives values for the creation of a phonon vc = 2.39 x lO^cn/sec.,
and for the creation of a roton v = 6 x I0^cm/sec., values far in

c *

excess of any observed critical velocities. It seems very unlikely

therefore, that creation of excitations like these can cause the onset

of friction at low velocities, and the suggestion has been made ']
€

(Ginsburg, 1949) that excitations of much lower values of

exist.

must
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2.2 Quantised Vortex Lines

Feynman (1555) has developed, the idea of quantised vortices in

helium which was first mentioned by Onsager (1949). The theory will be

briefly reviewed here.

Considering wave functions satisfying the Schroedinger equation for

the system, flow can be represented by a function

^ flow * f f1 ^ E(£i>
^ i

where ^ is the wave function of the liquid at rest, S is a function

varying with position and S(r\ ) is its value at the position of the

i^*1 atom. Taking a suitable value of S the velocity at any point is

v = — grad S.—s m e

This implies irrotational flow, therefore,

curl v =0.
—s

In a simply connected region this has only one solution

v = 0.
—s

However, in a multiply connected region this is not the case. Flow

which is irrotational can exist, but, in any closed circuit surrounding

a hole, there is the stipulation that the wave function must be single

valued and change phase by an integral multiple of 2% along a complete

path.
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Therefore,

<t) grad S.ds = 2-rn

or
, 0 &v.ds = 2rai.— .

m

Evaluating this in a simple case, that of a circular path of radius r,

one obtains

nh 1
v = —•— ,

m r

which describes the velocity field of a simple vortex. This satisfies

the stipulated condition that curl v =0 everywhere except at points
"*S

on the axis of the vortex.

The energy of a vortex, bent to form a vortex ring of radius R, is

,2
£ = 2xE.x/0 .^s- In ( — ^ ,/ s \ a /

where a is the size of the vortex core. Its momentum perpendicular to

the plane of the ring is

JL

p = 27cR.xR/>.— •x • (s m

This gives a critical velocity for the formation of vortices in a

narrow channel of

_ £ • 2fe iV° ~ p ~ md *)
where 2d is the size of the channel, since 2d is the maximum value

which F. could attain in the channel. As can be seen the critical
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velocity increases with decreasing channel size, and the product vcd

increases slowly with channel size, This gives a nearer estimate for

critical velocity than any other excitation postulated so far, but the

theoretical values are still too large by an order of magnitude.

2,3 hotat In; Helium

It has been seen that if there is a hole in the liquid, circulation

can exist while maintaining irrotational flow. If the size of this hole

is visualised to be just a line, then in a rotating beaker circulation

might exist around a sin; le vortex. However this gives a total energy

of rotation greater than that of a rigid body. If more smaller vortices

can be formed the energy would be reduced. This process may be con¬

tinued until the smallest vortices satisfying the condition of quanti¬

sation of circulation are obtained. The circulation of these vortices

is 2xhm .

Considering a rotating cylindrical beaker (with height L, radius

R and moment of inertia i) of angular velocity-ft filled with liquid of

angular velocity co(r) at a distance r from the axis, the energy and

angular momentum of the system may be represented by

-R

e ■ i IS? + 7tly° 2r^dr
0

rR

M = IJI+ 2mLyO oo r^dr .

In equilibrium the function (e -am) must be a constant, where a is a
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eonstant, and it can be shown that X =Sl. Choosing co so that (E -JIK)

is a minimum

rE
E

rk

-ftM = - i ISl2 + xLPJ (J - 2wJZ)r3dr ,' 0

then Lo =Si for all values of r.

The velocity at any point irflr, therefore curl v = 2SI.

However in helium there is the condition that curl v =0. The helium
—s

could be considered as satisfying both of these conditions if there were

embedded in it a large number of vortices parallel to the axis of

rotation.

The circulation around N vortices of unit quantisation is
r»

<5 v.ds =

or curl v = 2Jl = n,^&
s m

where n is the number of vortices per unit area. The free surface is

then parabolic (as observed by Osborne (1950)) with small indentations

where the vortices meet the surface. These vortices are however so small

that the indentations, of 10 ^ cm. in diameter, would be invisible by

optical means.

The density of vortex lines is or 2.1 x 103JX lines/cm^.
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2.4 Formation of Voitices in Flow from a Narrow Channel

It is well known that complicated patterns of turbulent motion are

set up when a normal viscous fluid travels with a finite velocity into
a reservoir of initially stationary fluid. The change in velocity between
the two xarts of the fluid implies circulation, and, having developed the
idea that vortices could be formed in helium, Feynman (1955) applied
an analogy between this classical type of turbulent flow and the flow of

helium from an orifice.

The vortices are visualised to be formed as in *ig. 2.4-.1. The

circulation is

2
v = z.

m

where z is the number of vortices formed per centimetre.

Vortices can only be formed if there is sufficient kinetic energy
in the moving fluid to form excitations of this type. Considering a

slit of unit length, the energy required to create these vortices is

which gives a value about a factor of ten larger than the experimental

per second ,

and the kinetic energy available is

vd per second .

Therefore, the velocity requirec to create vortices is
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T
c.

\K

3 3 3

3 3 3

Fig. 2.4.1. Formation of Vortices in Flow

from an Orifice.
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values for critical velocity in a channel of size 10 cm.

This is a very idealised picture of what could be happening in

liquid helium. If there are any irregularities on the walls of the

slit, vortices may form in the slit due to disturbance of the flow

pattern and not just at the ends. This could lead to a reduction in

the observed critical velocity,

Peshkov (1560) calculated that the minimum velocity for formation

of a vortex in a capillary would give a vortex of the largest available

diameter, and deduced that vortices would be formed inside the channel.

This idea has been developed (Peshkov and Tkachenko, 1962) to envisage

vortex rings of small diameter moving down a capillary in a direction

governed by the sign of their circulation. A vortex ring of diameter

comparable to the size of the capillary is thought to interact with its

image in the wall and move in the opposite direction. This has been

used to explain the motion of the front of a temperature gradient along

a capillary. Fineman and Chase (1962) think vortices are more likely to

be formed at the ends of a channel. If vortex lines are the limiting

factor in helium flow, they deduce that these vortices must be formed

where the liquid is accelerating, and not in the centre of a tube where

they presume uniform flow exists.
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2.5 Experimental Evidence for the presence of Vortices in Bulk
Helium II

Hall and Vinen (l956a,b) have investigated the attenuation of

second sound in a rotating beaker of helium. Their results show an

anisotropy in the amount of excess attenuation, according to the relative
directions of the propagation of second sound and the axis of rotation.

They have calculated in detail the dissipative forces which could be

causing this attenuation, and obtain good agreement between the experi¬
mental results and their theory based on the picture of a uniform array

of single vortex lines parallel to the axis of rotation. They have also

calculated the effect which would be observed if the vortices were in

concentric cylindrical sheets instead of a uniform array, and conclude
that the uniform array gives the picture in best agreement with experi¬

mental results,

Vinen (1 961) has detected single quanta of circulation in agree¬

ment with the Feynman picture. He has observed the rotation of the

plane of vibration of a wire stretched along the axis of a cylindrical
h

vessel when the whole apparatus was rotated. Circulation of — has been

shown to have much greater stability than sny other value, but no higher

values of stable circulation have been found.

2.6 Vorticit.y in the- Helium Film

The unusual flow rate measurements which will be discussed in

Chapter four led to the suggestion by Allen (1960) that in a film the

"critical" velocity idea might be abandoned, and replaced by the idea

of the film moving on vortex roller bearings. The theory of this con-
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cept has been developed by Kuper (l960a,b).
Pure potential flow in a channel implies uniform velocity through¬

out the cross section of the channel, and a large velocity of slip at

the walls. However van der "Waals1 forces effectively fix the first few

layers of helium atoms in their positions above the walls in a film or

channel. Therefore, there must be a velocity discontinuity, which

implies circulation in the liquid. The velocity discontinuity could be

explained by the presence of a vortex sheet, but this vrould mean a large

energy per unit area resulting from the drastic change in the wave

function over a very small distance.

The idea of a Karman row of unit quantised vortices (Fig. 2.6.1(i))
was postulated and the mean velocity on a plane parallel to the wall, in

the x direction, calculated to be

. * t«mh * b> .
ma a

The velocity at the wall can be made equal to zero by superimposing the

velocity

xh . , wb
- — tanh—

ma a

on the fluid.

Due to the instability of a single row of vortices, Kuper suggests

that a Karman street of vortices (see Fig. 2.6.1.(ii)) is to be pre¬

ferred inside a two walled channel. The effective velocity in such a

system is of the order where 2t is the thickness of the channel.

This is in order of magnitude agreement with measured critical flow rates.
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/

>

(3 (3 0
lr
J,

(•)

0.-0

Fig. 2.6.1 Vortices in a Channel
(i) Karman row of vortices in a film
(ii) Karman street of vortices in a channel
(iii) Possible vortex configuration in a film
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In a film v/here there is only one wall exerting any influence on the

moving fluid he suggests the surface of the film may be corrugated due

to the presence of a single row of vortices near the surface (see

Fig. 2.6.1.(iii)). For stability the second row could be considered as

the image of the row of vortices in the corrugated surface.

Evidence in favour of the picture of flow of the film on vortex

roller bearings is obtained from observations of the decay of isothermal

film oscillations. It might be assumed that the damping, if it occurs

in the film and not at the ends, is due to scattering of rotons by the

vortex lines. Allen (1961) used the damping force proportional to
- ^/kT a

e where A is the energy of roton formation. A linear plot of the
•)

logarithmic decrement against was obtained. The slope gave

A = 7*5 - 0.4°K. which is a satisfactory result as it is between the

values of A = 8.5°K. for a free roton in the bulk liquid, and A i 7°k
for a roton held by its image force at 10 ?■. from the wall. A similar

calculation based on the results of Picus (1954) gives a value of

A = 7«8°K. No data is available for the variation of the damping force

with path length, and this would indicate whether damping occured in the

film or at the ends.
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CHAFTBE III

Properties of the Helium Film

3.1 Thickness of the Helium II Film

The earliest measurements of film thickness (Daunt and Mendelssohn,

1939b; Kikoin and Lasarev, 1938) were performed with very simple apparatus

and only gave average values. The thickness of the film below the

lambda-point was found to be approximately 3 x 10 ^cm. but there was a

considerable scatter in the values obtained, Above the lambda-point

they found the film to be less than 10 ^cm. thick.
The theories for film formation lead one to expect the film thick¬

ness (a) to vary with the height above the bulk liquid (H) according to

the relationship

, k

Different theories and experimental techniques give different values for

the constants k and z. Individual theories probably only give a first

approximation to the true picture. There is departure from the general

formula when the value of H is very email. Three main methods have been

used to measure the film thickness, all employing different experimental

techniques.

An optical method has been used by Jackson and several co-workers

(Burge and Jackson, 1951# Ham and Jackson, 1957). 'Alien plane polarised



light is reflected by a polished metal surface it becomes elliptically

polarised, and the ellipticity of the reflected light is changed when

there is a thin layer of transparent material on the surface. The

thickness of the covering layer may be calculated if its refractive

index is known. A metal mirror is used covered with monomolecular

layers of barium stearate, with a horizontal line dividing areas with

a different thickness of stearate covering. The two parts of the field

of view (above and below the line) appear equally bright when a Nicol

prism and a compensating plate are suitably adjusted, when a helium

film is present the ellipticity of the reflected light is changed. The

thickness of the film may be calculated from the ang,le through which

the Nicol prism must be rotated to restore uniform illumination in the

field of view. The method assumes that tho refractive index of helium

in the film is equal to that of the bulk liquid. This method has the

advantage over other methods that local variations in thickness can be

seen as light and dark regions in the field of view. In the other

methods any local variations are smoothed out in the final results.

This means that several j^roperties of the helium film, otherwise un-

dected, have been observed by this method.

Above the lambda-point, when the mirror was lifted quickly out of

the helium bath it was covered by a thick film which was seen to drain

off slowly. No such thick film was observed below the lambda-point,

presumably due to the high mobility of the superfluid. If the tem¬

perature is quickly reduced from just above to just below the

lambda-point, while the mirror is partially immersed in the bath, a
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film can be seen creeping up over the surface at a rate of a few centi¬

metres per second (Burge and Jackson, 1951)• With a modified form of

the apparatus an attempt has been made to measure the rate of extension

of the film. Some experimental difficult:? es remain to be overcome before

any conclusive results can be obtained (Ham and Jackson, 1953b). The

most recent results from the optical method giving the film profile in

the form mentioned earlier give k varying from 2.96 x 10 ^ at 1.32°K. to
—6

3.15 x 10 at 2.05°K., and z almost constant at 2.27. The variation of

thickness with tenp>erature is very slight ana it has been found that the

film obeys this sort of relationship to within 0.005° of the

lambda-point.

Atkins (1950a) measured the film thickness by observing the period

of oscillation of a moving film when the levels were approaching equili¬

brium. The formula connecting the period of oscillation (T) with the

height of the film was estimated to be

where r and P. are the inner and outer radii of the vessel and L is the

height of the rim above the bath level. The values obtained by this

approximately 7.1» which is significantly different from the results of

optical measurements and from theoretical estimates. Pather different

results were found with a second beaker, so no real conclusions can be

drawn yet, particularly as some very broad assumptions, such as presumed

constant velocity throughout the thickness of the film, were made.
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Only the thickness of the moving part of the film can be measured by

this method.

The third method is a gravimetric one used by Bowers (1955)» A

carefully constructed sheet of metal foil with a thin wire attached t>-

its lower edge is suspended above a bath, with the wire dipping into the

liquid. The weight of the foil covered by a helium film is measured as

conditions vary. The height of the foil above the bath anc its surface

area may be accurately known. Eesults from this method give
—6

k = 11.8 x 10 and z approximately equal to two which is in agreement

with the theory of Bijl, de Boer, and Michels (1941), though some of

their assumptions are inapplicable to the conditions in a film (.Atkins,

1955a)• No significant variation of thickness with tenperature has been

observed.

Thermal radiation was found to affect results in several of the

above experiments at the higher temperatures near the lambda-point. It

appeared that helium could not flow fast enough in the film to replenish

the liquid lost by evaporation. When the heat source causing; the

radiation was removed the film gradually reformed.

The non-existence of a thick film in equilibrium with bulk liquid

above the lambda-point can probably be attributed to evaporation.

According to the theories of film formation on the basis of van der -Veals'

forces, there should be no difference in film thickness above and below

the lambda-point, a fact which is definitely not supported by experi¬

mental observations. However, above the lambda-point there is no super-

fluid present, and therefore no flow can occur to replace the film once
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it has evaporated.

Impurities (i.e. a layer of solid air) were found by Hem and

Jackson (1957) to increase the thickness to about 20 x 10 ^cm., which

was too thick for any variations of thickness to be detected by the

apparatus. This increase inay be due to the rough microscopic finish on

such a surface, of the form described by Bowers as a "roughness factor"

in his calculations.

Possible variations of thickness with movement of the film have

still not been satisfactorily investigated. Burge and Jackson (1951)

placed a heater at the top of their mirror and observed a 2Cfc increase

in thickness at a given height, but this could be the result of some

thermal effects. Jackson and Henshaw (1950) attempted simultaneous

measurements of thickness and flow rate. The thickness was found to

increase with temperature, while the volume flow rate and velocity of

flow decreased. No record of the thickness of the static film at the

different temperatures has been published.

Atkins (1959b) mentioned the possibility of obtaining a wave motion

in the form of a variation in film thickness. He called this postulated

wave motion "third sound" and envisaged it as an oscillation of the

superfluid component parallel to the wall, while the normal component

was virtually stationary. In effect this would involve areas of increased

evaporation next to areas of increased condensation. The velocity which

has been estimated for this wave motion is 50 cm. per second, which is

much less than the velocities of first and second sound in liquid helium.

Detection of a travelling wave of this type has been reported
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(Fveritt, Atkins, and Denenstein, 1962) using a modified version of the

optical method of Jackson et al. (Burge and Jackson, 1951 I Ham and

Jackson, 1957)* The wave was excited by periodic evaporation of the film

from a narrow strip on the wall.

3.2 Flow of the Film

The basic properties of the film were well demonstrated in the

experiments of Daunt and Mendelssohn (1939a), They showed that a beaker

partially immersed in a bath of liquid helium slowly filled by film

transfer, until the liquid level inside the beaker was equal to that of

the bath. When the beaker was then raised, the level in the beaker fell

until equilibrium was again established. If the beaker was lifted clear

of the bath, drops could be seen forming on the bottom and dripping into

the bath, this process continuing until the beaker was empty. The flow

rate out of the beaker remained approximately constant throughout the

whole emptying process, except when the Inside level was close to the

rim. They did, however, state that there was a slight dependence of

flow rate on the difference in the heights of the levels. This depen¬

dence was very small and they concluded that gravitational potential

could only play the part of a higher order correction in the controlling

factors. An adjustment to reach equilibrium flow conditions was at first

thought to cause the fast initial flow rate when the inside level was

close to the rim, but no similar adjustment in flow rate was observed

when a half filled beaker was lifted from a bath of helium,

Atkins (19501) gives examples of the curves obtained for filling
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and emptying of a beaker by film flow, plotting flow rate against

pressure head for values of the pressure head up to 4 cm. of helium.

There is a continual change of slope in the curve for emptying of the

beaker, the change being greatest near to the beaker rim and when the

levels are approaching equilibrium. The curve for filling of the beaker

does not show any flow rate variation for pressure heads from 3*5 cm. to

below 1 cm., but again there is a rapid decrease in flow rate as the

levels approach equilibrium. Atkins concludes that flow rate is con¬

trolled by the height of the rim of a beaker above the upper level of

bulk liquid. The flow rate will vary as the thickness of the film at

the rim varies. When a beaker is being filled no significant change in

the height of the rim with respect to bath level occurs since the ratio

of bath area to beaker area is normally so great, and dependence of the

flow rate on pressure head is only noted when the difference in levels

becomes small. However, when a beaker is emptying the level of liquid

in the beaker (the upper level) is changing continuously with respect

to the rim, consequently the thickness of the film at the rim is also

changing and the rate of transfer is variable throughout. The experi¬

ments of Eselson and Lasarev (1952) support this interpretation.

The small influence of gravitational potential on flow rate indi¬

cates that the mechanism of flow must differ considerably from the

classical case. The analogous effect with a normal liquid is a siphon,

but the flow in this case is proportional to the difference in the two

levels of liquid. Various theories have been formed to resolve this

problem. A normal viscous fluid experiences a frictional retarding
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force proportional to its velocity, which means a steady build up of

resistive force. The idea of a critical velocity in liquid helium

arises from the observation that under normal conditions the velocity

does not rise above a certain value, and this value appears to be

attainable very rapidly. This could imply zero resistance up to a

certain velocity and above this prohibitively large frictional resis¬

tance preventing further acceleration. The Corter and Mellink theory

(1949) predicts a mutual friction force between the superfluid and

normal fractions in helium, proportional to the cube of the relative

velocity of the two components. There are also other suggested

resistive mechanisms as mentioned earlier. It is possible that helium

transport is a mixture of two flows of liquid, a frictionless part,

and a part experiencing a mutual friction force of some type similar to

that in the Gorter-Mellink theory.

Further information on the frictional forces acting in film flow

should be obtained from study of sub-critical flow. In a steady state

of flow the pressure head between opposite ends of the film should be

a direct measure of the frictional forces opposing flow. If flow is

indeed frictionless it should be capable of existing under zero pressure

head. This is demonstrated by the double beaker experiment of Daunt and

Mendelssohn (1946). Once the level of liquid between the two beakers

becomes coincident with either of the other levels these two remain

coincident until complete equilibrium is established. Calculation shows

that flow over the wall of the outer beaker must be sub-critical if the

velocity of flow over the wall of the inner beaker is critical, therefore
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flow is shown to exist under zero pressure head.

Picus (1954) obtained a steady pressure head by gradually lowering

a plunger into a beaker of helium and observed flow out of the beaker.

Seki (1962) has calculated from Picus* results that no pressure head

required to maintain flow at up to half the critical flow rate, but

above this speed a small pressure head is required, which increases as

the velocity further increases. 'Alien the plunger was stopped the level

difference decayed and damped oscillations about the equilibrium position

were observed. Atkins (l95Cb) concluded from his observations on the

decay of oscillations that the frictional forces must be very small,

otherwise any oscillations would be damped immediately.

In the film the flow rate is equal to the product of the critical

velocity and the thickness of the film.

Daunt and Mendelssohn (1939a) and Brown and Mendelssohn (1950)

have concluded that the length of the flow path has no effect on flow

rate.

The experiment of Daunt and Mendelssohn (1939a) with the wick of

copper wires connecting two vessels and causing increased transfer

between them, had shown that the film was carried on the connecting

surfaces cf the apparatus. They also showed that the flow rate was

apparently governed by the least perimeter of the film path above the

upper liquid level. A constriction in the flow path below the upper

level has no control over the flow rate. In this case the excess

helium, which cannot be carried in the film, forms bulk liquid at the

constriction and runs over the surface of the constriction and down on
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the film until it can once more be absorbed into the film,

It is difficult to see why bulk liquid cannot always form on a

constriction which is on the downstream flow side of a vessel wall.

Presumably any bulk liquid formed above the upper level would have t_

flow back through the film because it would be at a higher gravitational

potential than the original upper level, and, in spite of the evidence

that film transfer rate is independent of gravitational potential, flow

in isothermal conditions is only started by the existence of a level

difference, therefore gravitational potential does have some effect.

As mentioned Atkins (l250b) showed that it is probably the thick¬

ness of the film above the upper level which controls the flow rate

from a vessel. Let us consider first a difference in levels of bulk

helium inside and outside a beaker which has infinitely thin walls and

rim. If the two sides of the wall could be considered independently

under static conditions, there would be a difference in film thickness

on the two sides of the wall at any horizontal section through the

beaker. At the infinitely thin rim, these two films would meet and

there would be a discontinuity in the profile if the films both

maintained their static shape. Therefore, presumably some helium from

the thicker film flows into the thinner one at the rim, making the

latter unstable. In attempting to remove this instability the helium

would drain down to the lower level. This may be the way in which film

flow is initiated, an indirect result of the gravitational potential of

the bulk liquid levels.

It would be helpful to know more about the thickness of a moving
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film as compared with a static film. In the above picture one might

expect the film on the downstream side to be thicker than in the static

case or upstream side. Some of the theories mentioned in a later section

predict a change of thickness throughout a moving film when compared v,w

a static film.

The finite thickness of the wall in any real experiment would not

alter the picture. Assuming the rim is flat and horizontal, the thick¬

ness of the film over it vd.ll be equal to the thickness of a film at

the same height above the upper liquid level on a vertical wall. Plow-

will then be governed by the thickness above the upper level, and by the

inner perimeter of the rim of the beaker. The type of "overflow"

discussed could still occur- at the downstream side of the rim. On this

picture the flow rates in and out of the beaker should be equal, as is

intuitively obvious but rarely observed experimentally due to the

critical effects of thermal radiation.

The apparent inability of helium to form bulk liquid above the

upper of two levels between which flow occurs could also be explained.

It is reasonable to assume that bulk helium might only form on the down¬

stream side of flow if the film already has a tendency to be thicker

than the stable situation here. If bulk helium formed the thickness of

the film at any point above the bulk helium would be altered, and the

process outlined above would then occur in the opposite direction. The

observations of Jackson and Henshaw (1953) with a beaker of the type

shown in Pig. 3.2.1 (page 35) do not support this supposition. They

found the film thickness on the outside of part A when the beaker was
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emptying to be the same whether the level inside was in part A or part

B, although when the inner level was in part A bulk liquid formed on

the outside of part B. The non-existence of a change in film thickness

could perhaps be due to irregularities in the bulk liquid formed. TL^

irregularities were observed as large local variations in thickness, and

the total change of film thickness might then be small, cue to con¬

flicting influences of bulk helium at different loci. There is also the

possibility that film thickness above moving bulk liquid is different

from that above static bulk liquid.

A further hitherto unexplained effect of flow rate is obtained

when the surface area of the higher bulk liquid level suddenly decreases

(Daunt and Mendelssohn, 1939a; Eselson and Lasarev, 1952). Calculations

have been made on the basis of Daunt and Mendelssohn"8 (1939a) statement

that "the transfer between levels of liquid helium is limited by the

narrowest place in the connecting surface above the higher level". The

flow rate is effectively constant while the surface area remains con¬

stant in the larger portion of the beaker, but when the change is reached

there is a sudden increase in the flow rate, which then decreases again

until the flow rate regains its earlier constant value.

Eselson and Lasarev attributed this increase in flow rate at the

chi-nge in perimeter to a large rate of transport, because at this point

the film is thicker. They attribute any continued fast rate to a

"prolonging effect" of a fast initial rate, and say the film will con¬

tinue to take away the same quantity of liquid as it did in the larger

part of the tube. They discount the idea of surface tension playing
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any part in influencing the change of mass flow.

A possible simple explanation is that the results arise from a

slight misinterpretation of the experimental results of Daunt and

Mendelssohn (1939a). The control of flow rate by a constriction has

generally been described in the following way: "The transfer rate is

determined by the smallest perimeter lying above the higher of the two

liquid levels". (.Atkins, 1959a). The use of the word "perimeter"

implies the geometrical surface of the substratum over which the film

is flowing. It is probably more correct to say the flow rate is

determined by the minimum "channel" above the higher of the two liquid

levels, where "channel" is defined as the product of the geometrical

perimeter and the thickness of the film at the perimeter considered.

Apx>lying this to the particular experiment under consideration

(Fig. 3«2.1), the exact position of the minimum channel available for

flow is indeterminate when the inner liquid level is passing the

decrease in beaker diameter. Vvhen the level of bulk liquid is just

inside the narrow part of the tube, the available channel sizes are:

(1 ) at the rim of the vessel 2rcK. ft .

(h, * h2)i/z

(2) at the rim of the narrow portion 2xr.—ry—

Clearly there will be a period of time over which the value of (1) is

less than the value of (2), and during this interval flow will be con¬

trolled by the channel at the rim. To calculate the height at which
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Fig. 3*2.1 Form of beaker used by Daunt and Mendelssohn
(1939a) and Eselson and Lasarev (1952).
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the change in controlling channel would occur the two expressions must
fi

be equated* From the paper of Eselson and Lasarev the value of — is
•j

given as 2.08 and h is approximately 2.6 cm., the value for — is taken
l z

from the results of Ham and Jackson (1957) to be 0.44. Equating (1) a..*

(2)

R
r

hi 4 ;
h
2 J

which gives approximately 0.6 cm., in very agreement with the

height at which the flow rate regained the steady value in the earlier

calculations. The results of Daunt and Mendelssohn give similar support

to the idea. The transfer is not in fact any greater than usual, but

the wrong perimeter has previously been used in calculating the flow rate

over the transition period.

In the experiments used to test the earlier statement the positions

of the minimum channel and minimum perimeter are probably coincident.

It v/ould be advantageous, if it is possible, to construct other geometries

whereby the difference may be clearly shown.

The structure of the moving film must be sufficiently well defined

throughout to give complete control of the whole film by the narrowest

channel available in the flow path, no matter where in the path the con¬

striction occurs. The condit/ons below the bulk liquid level supplying

liquid for transfer have no effect on the flow.
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3.3 Formation of Bulk Liouid from the Film

In all experiments where hulk liquid has been observed to form
from a moving film, no report mentions the formation of bulk liquid at

any point above the upper liquid level. Jackson and Henshaw (i953)
have observed that bulk liquid forms if at any point below the upper

level the film passes over a perimeter less than that controlling the
flow. The bulk liquid appears to move down independent of the velocity

of the film, until a point is reached where the perimeter is again

larger than that controlling the flow and the helium is reabsorbed into
the film. The conical beaker used by Ham and Jackson (1953a) shows

this formation of bulk liquid well, and has been successfully photo¬

graphed.

Chandrasekhar and Kcndelssohn (1955) have given an extremely elegant

demonstration of the formation of bulk liquid using the apparatus shown

in Fig. 3»3«i* Hie inner vessel A can be filled by lowering: the apparatus
until the upper rim of tube C is below the bath level. The time taken to
fill A is short enough for the film flow of helium into B to be insig¬

nificant. The vessel A slowly empties when the apparatus is raised,

and bulk liquid forms where the perimeter of the outside of vessel A
decreases. The bulk helium collects in the bottom of the conical vessel

B. The level of liquid in B is only observed to rise until the perimeter

of the level in the cone is equal to the inside perimeter of A (the

perimeter controlling flow). .Although bulk liquid continues to enter
vessel B from the base of A, the level does not rise further and an

equivalent amount of helium creeps out by film flow over the walls of
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Fig. 3.3.1 The apparatus of Chandrasekhar and
Mendelssohn (1955)•
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vessel B.

A single report (Jackson and Henshaw, 1950) mentions the formation

of drops of licuid on the surface of the moving film when the upper

level was near to the rim of the vessel. The number of drops decreas<-u.

as the upper level fell, end they had all disappeared when the level was

3 mm, from the rim. They concluded that the fast flow rate when the

upper liquid level was near the rim of a beaker was caused by transport

of liquid drops in addition to normal film transfer. No further mention

of this phenomenon has been made and it is possibly a spurious observa¬

tion, perhaps produced by jogging the full beaker causing some of the

helium to spill out on top of the film.

3.A Thermal Effects of Film Flow

The flow rate of the film is affected by the temperature of the

cryostat. The general form of this variation was first studied by Daunt

and Mendelssohn (l 939b), who found the volume flow rate at temperatures

-5 3 /below about 1,5°K. to be approximately 7.5 x 10 cm. /sec. over each

centimetre of the perimeter controlling flow. At higher temperatures the

rate steadily decreased as the temperature increased until it was zero at

the lambda-point. They observed a slight maximum in the curve at 1.5°K.,

but this has not generally been reproduced in later investigations.

Smith and Boorse (l955d) have calculated curves based on a seventh power

dependence of flow rate on temperature, and these curves have been found

to fit quite well to their experimental values normalised at 1.1°K. The

factor controlling the temperature dependence of flow rate is estimated
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to be of the form

1 »

where is the temperature of the lambda-pcint and <J" is a constant.

they found the value six for <3~ in most cases, though for one specimen

beaker they preferred, s value of eight. They did not normalise their

results. The general form of this dependence agrees moderately well

with the dependence of superfluid fraction on temperature, calculated

from the results of Andronikashvili's oscillating disc experiment

(Andronikashvili, 1946), -where the expression for the variation of the

superfluid fraction is

This tends to confirm the idea tf at flow through the film may be con¬

sidered as pure superflow, with only the fraction f0^//0 taking part, and
flow rates varying with the amount of superfluid available.

Daunt and Mendelssohn (i935b) showed that there is no appreciable

heat conduction through the film itself, by applying heat to the film

emptying out of a Dewar vessel. In subsequent vjork (1950) they looked

for the thermomechanical effect observed by Allen and Jones (1958)

producing a difference in liquid levels when a little heat is supplied

to one of two vessels connected by a capillary. The film forms a very

nari-ow channel connecting two vessels, and can be considered to transmit

the superflaid up the temperature gradient without allowing any diffusion

A similar dependence was observed by Mendelssohn and White (1950), but

(see London, 1954).
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of the normal fluid in the opposite direction. The effect -was observed

when heat was supplied inside a beaker which was partially immersed in

the bath, and the variation of level difference produced with different

heat inputs was noted at several temperatures. With small heat inpu'

they found the level inside rose until a steady difference was maintained.

This difference will be maintained when the quantity of helium evaporating

due to the heat input is equal to the volume of helium flowing into the

beaker through the film.

Hie heat input (Q) to the beaker is used to evaporate the helium

in the vessel and to change the superfluid entering the beaker from the

film into normal fluid, that is raising the atoms to an excited state to

maintain the balance of ^° /% reclui-re<3 "the temperature of the
cryostat. V.hen an equilibrium state has been reached it may be expressed

in the form

Q =<Jf>n (L + T.AS) ,

where is the volume flow rate, ^ the density of the helium, n the
perimeter over which the film flows, L the latent heat of evaporation of

the bulk liquid and T.Af is the energy required to change the superfluid

to normal fluid. The curves showing variation of the equilibrium level

difference with heat input at different temperatures exhibit maxima.

At higher heat inputs a critical value is reached, where the film flowing

in is unable to supply as much helium as is evaporated, and the level in

the beaker steadily falls. If T.AS is ignored with respect to L as being

very small the formula implies that the flow rate is directly propor¬

tional to the heat input at a given temperature up to a critical value
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of the heat input. This critical value of the heat input is that above

which the flow rate cannot compensate for helium evaporation. Estimation

of the values of the critical heat inputs from the above formula using

this approximation, and using the value of critical velocity found i

isothermal flow mesusraments, give values in good agreement with the

observations. This implies that the critical velocity of film flow

under a temperature gradient is the same as that under isothermal flow.

The maxima in the curves indicate that the term (L + T.AF") cannot be

constant, although the method by which this variation takes place is

not clear.

Brown and Mendelssohn (l950) have investigated possible dependence

of flow rate on temperature gradient and conclude that none exists.

Under isothermal conditions the opposite effect to the thermo-

mechanical effect, that is the mechanocaloric effect, should be observed,

because the suporfluid flow will cause an entropy deficiency at the

downstream end of the flow, and lead to a lowering of temperature. The

resulting temperature gradient between the ends of the film should tend

to force the liquid back into the film. Instead of this temperature

difference building up, it is dissipated by helium evaporating from the

upstream end and recondensing at the downstream end of the film, giving

up its latent heat on condensation. Atkins (1950b) has calculated the

teiiperature difference necessary to produce this form of distillation

in the gas phase to be 10 ^°K., ant. this would be capable of producing
-3

a therinomechanical pressure difference of 2 x 10 cm. of helium, vdiich

is very small by comparison with the gravitational heads under con-
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sideration.

Eselson and Lasnrev (1952) have applied this to explain the decrease

of flow rate as two levels approach equilibrium. The effect is very

small and would not be noticeable while the gravitational level

difference is much greater than the effective value of the mechano-

caloric effect, but it should begin to influence the film transfer and

cause a decrease in flow rate when the level difference becomes com¬

parable with the mechanocaloric effect. The level difference at which

the flow rate falls off steeply is given by Atkins (1950b) and Eselson

and Lasarev (1952) as 0.5 cm. Zselson and Iasarev started their cal¬

culations with the level difference at which the decrease in flow rate

commences and estimated the temperature difference to be 10 ^°K. They

did not observe the decrease when thermal contact between the inside of

the beaker and the bath was improved by means of a copper base on the

beaker.

In view of the effects that small variations in temperature can

have on the film, it is to be expected that incident radiation might

have pronounced effects. There is considerable disagreement on this

tcpic. De Haas and van den Berg (1949) observed high flow rates and

attributed them to the complete absence of incident radiation, but their

observations have now been shown to be cue to the presence of impurities.

Bowers and Mendelssohn (1950) <3i3 an experiment in which the apparatus

was shielded from, or exposed to radiation, and observed no difference

in flow rate. Atkins (1950b) found that incident radiation appeared to

affect flow rates from a beaker, causing a decrease in filling rate and
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an increase in emptying rate. These changes could "be attributed to

increased evaporation of the film inside the beaker by incident

radiation. It is possible that there was not sufficient incident

radiation to interfere on the occasions when no effect has been obse;. .

It is generally considered advisable to shield the apparatus from

possible radiation influx in all film experiments.

3.5 Impurities and the Effect of the Substrate Material

Extremely high reproducible flow rates were reported by Atkins

(1918) and de Haas and van den Berg (19-f 9) which were not obtained by

other investigators. 'It has now been established that these results were

almost certainly caused by the presence of a small quantity of solid air

impurity, which had entered the cryostat during the filling process.

Bowers and Mendelssohn (1950) have shown how successive increases in the

amount of air present in the cryostst produce increases in the observed

flow rates. When the amount of contamination is very small nothing is

observed visually, but when the amount of air present is increased a

fogging of the apparatus can be seen, which implies a granular deposit

on the walls. This may be the explanation for the increased flow rates

observed on contaminated surfaces, as a granular deposit might con¬

siderably increase the effective perimeter available for film flow.

There is a second possible explanation for the increased flow rates.

Ham and Jackson (1957) have reported that the thickness of the helium
—6

film increases to 20 x 10 cm. when a small quantity of air is

deliberately introduced into the cryostat, which would mean a greater
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channel available for film flow.

Chandrasekliar and Mendelssohn (195?) investigated the flow of

helium over a well polished steel beaker and found the flow rate to be

almost identical with the flow rate over glass. On baking the beaker w

a red heat and then cooling:, thus destroying the smooth finish and

introducing a crazed surface, they found the flow rate over the surface

was three times as high. Mendelssohn and White (l95^0 have also

reported a higher rate of flow on metals than on glass. Smith and Boorse

in a series of papers (l955&»b,c,d) conclude t. at the substrate material

has no significant effect, but that surface finish does play a part in

determining; the flow rate. A popular view supposes that very small

cracks on the surface provide narrow channels through which the film can

flow and thus increase the total flow rate, omith and Boorse (1955b)

prefer the explanation that it is the "total microscopic perimeter seen

by the film" which governs the transport rate.

3.6 Theories of the Helium Film

There are two basic approaches to the theory of the helium film.

In one the intermolecular forces holding the atoms in position and

balancing the gravitational forces are considered, and in the other

possible wave functions suiting the unusual boundary conditions per¬

taining to a liquid film are considered.

Gchiff (1541) and Frenkel (1940) attributed the film to the

existence of van der Weals' forces between the atoms of helium and the

atoms of the substrate material forming the walls. In later con-
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sideratdons (Temperley, 1949; the forces between the helium atoms were

also considered. The potential energy of the atom in such a field of

force can be added to the gravitational potential energy of an atom

raised from the bulk liquid to give a total potential energy of the

form

Y 81 *

where m is the mass of the helium atom, z is the distance from the wall,

H is the height of an atom above the bulk liquid and a constant

determined by the strength of the interatomic forces. As there can be

no difference between the energy of the helium in a film and in the bulk

liquid in contact with the film, this total potential energy must be

zero. Hence, considering the atoms at the outside of the film (distance

d from the wall) and at height H, a profile of the form

t k
a*i?7d

is obtained. Schiff calculated values of the constant k for different

-6
materials and found the values for metals to be between 4.3 x 10 and

-6 —6 -6
4.7 x 10 , for glass 4 x 10 and for rock salt 2.2 x 10 • The

absence of the film above the lambda-point is attributed to the inability

of the helium to flow and replenish the film as it is evaporated at

these temperatures.

Atkins (1954) extended this theory and considered the variation of

pressure at different depths in the film. He found that the pressure (p)

at any point in the film is given by



P = Po + p (jg - gH^
where PQ iE the saturated vapour pressure at the surface of the bulk

liquid. Clearly in the surface condition considered by Schiff and

Frenkel P = Pc, and their original result is again obtained. In addition

this theory shows that, because the pressure varies throughout the film,

the density must vary. Substituting for H in the equation one obtains

At points very close to the wall the pressure will become very high and

at such pressures helium is in the solid phase. It has been shown that

there are two atomic layers of solid helium adjacent to the walls

supporting a film. Prom consideration of the phase diagram there will

be pressures existing in the film which indicate the presence of helium

I at temperatures between about 1.75°K. and the lambda-point. One might

then expect three layers above the wall, solid helium, helium I and

helium II. Helium I is thought unable to flow in the film, and the

channel profile available for flow might vary considerably from the

measured film profile even to the extent of making a uniform channel

throughout. However, calculation has shown that the correction which

must be applied to the channel size is negligible.

Bijl, de Boer, and Michels (1941) treated the liquid as a con¬

densed Bose-Fdnstein gas. The ground state wave function was considered

to have nodes at the surface of the film and at the wall. When the

total energy of the film was minimised, the relationship obtained was
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The total energy is considered as the sum of the gravitational potential

energy and the zero point energy of an atom in a box with dimensions the

thickness of the film. The difficulties in this theory have been dis¬

cus ed by t'ott (1949)» who has shown that the variation in density,

implied by the wave function for the ground state, gives a minimum at

the walls and surface and a maximum at the centre. This is implausible

when a similar concept is applied to the bulk liquid, as all the atoms

would be expected to congregate at the centre of a vessel away from the

walls, though Dingle ("1952) points out that this may be a suitable wave

function for a thin film, but not for application to bulk liquid. Dingle

notes that the formation of the film is unexplained by this theory,

though the film may be formed by other effects and this theory could

then apply to the film once formed.

Atkins (1954) considers the zero point energy and obtains the

following formula from initial non-rigorous calculations for the dependence

of the film thickness on height

while for thicker films the zero point energy must be considered, giving

dependence of thickness on height.

McCrum and Eisenstein ("1955) have considered the possibility of

1
a value of — between two and three in the standard expression for the
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polar molecules adhering to the surface of a wall covered by a film, and

have shown that the accumulated electrostatic field from a configuration

of such impurities could exert considerable influence on the film thick¬

ness.

Temperley (1949) investigated the variation of thickness with

temperature. As the atoms become thermally agitated when temperature

increases an energy defect would be required to counteract this effect.

The energy states of the film were considered as states in a Bose-

Einstein system, and it was assumed that at any height in the film there
\

is only one atom in any one state. This condition is necessary because

of the interatomic forces. The ground state energy of the liquid was

assumed to have some value in the range of possible energies for an atom

in the film. At absolute zero all atoms are in the ground state. At

higher temperatures seme atoms go into higher energy states of the film

and an increase in thickness will then be expected, decreasing again

above the transition temperature corresponding to the energy of the

ground state atoms.

Pranchetti (l 957) has also considered this problem, calculating the

free energy of the film arising from van der Weals* forces, gravitational

energy and zero point energy. In the general form of the profile

equation, d = k/K^z, he found the term — to vary with temperature. Az

steady increase of thickness with rising temperature is expected from

this theory.

The theory of the moving film has not yet received much thorough

investigation. Picus (1954) suggested that the shape of the moving film
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might differ from the shape of the static film to explain some of his

experimental results on film flow at low level differences. Meyer

(1955) enlarged on this by considering the kinetic energy of the moving

film with the free energy. His results gave an increase in the thick¬

ness of the moving film over the static film, the variation in thick¬

ness with height being less than in the static case.

Franchetti (1958) and Kontorovich (1956) both consider the free

energy of the moving film and obtain conflicting results. Franchetti

calculates an increase in the thickness of a moving film over a static

film, while Kontorovich predicts a decrease in the thickness. Arkhipov

(1958) also predicts a decrease in the thickness of a moving film.



CKAPTEE IV

The Effect of Turbulence on the Helium Film

4.1 Observations of rinhanced Flow Kates

The previously discussed ideas of factors governing the rate of film
transfer in and out of a beaker can in no way be applied to explain some

of the observed enhanced rates. Care has been taken to prevent impurities

being present in all the experiments mentioned in this section.
The earliest report of this "enhanced" flow rate was by Eselson and

Lasarev (1951)» who mentioned the possibility that transfer might depend
on the pre-history of formation of the film. A fuller account of their
work was subsequently published (Eselson and Lasarev, 1952). The experi¬

mental procedure was as follov/s:

(1) The flask was filled by complete immersion in the helium bath,
then it was raised and the rate of emptying by film flow

determined.

(2) When the levels had equalised the flask was lowered and the

rate of filling by film flow measured.

(3) After further equalisation of the levels, the flask was raised

and the rate of emptying by film flow again determined.

They found the rate of flow in case (1) was always greater than in case

(3), and the flow rate into the flask in case (2) was near to, but

slightly less than, that in case (3). They found the flow rate in case



(3) was independent of the time at which it was noted after the levels

had equalised for the second time, and found similar rates after case

(1) if some of the helium had spilled out of the flask while it was being

raised. They also noted that the appearance of this variation of flow

rate on the method of filling the flask was a temperature dependent

phenomenon, the effect decreasing with increasing temperature. The experi¬

ment was performed at three different temperatures and the effect was no

longer detectable at 1.88°K,

The dependence of the flow rate on the history of the helium in the

beaker has also been noted by Snyder and Donnelly (1952)* Allen (1560;

196l) and Seki (1962). Experiments similar to those of Eselson and

Lasarev were carried out, and similarly it was found that the flow rate

out of a beaker was g: eater when the beaker had been filled by complete

immersion, than if it had just been filled by film flow. Allen used

narrow beakers of diameters between one and three millimetres, and the

others used wider beakers of between six and ten millimetres.

Allen (1961) found enhanced flow rates were obtained in several

cases:

(1) After plunge filling the beaker.

(2) /ifter filling when the rim of the vessel was close to the

bath level, so that the film would be thicker than in the

normal state end the volume flow rate considerably greater.

The last case was further enhanced when the rim of the beaker had been

ground with emery powder. Allen deduced that the enhanced rates were

obtained at times when the helium in the beaker might have been more
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turbulmt than usual as a result of the method of filling. If this

turbulence is considered as an increase in the vorticity in the bulk

liquid, end increased flow rates are observed, it could imply that the

film moves on vortex "bearings" (Allen, 1960j Kuper, I960a,b). If more

vorticity is available the flow rate might be enhanced.

The next extension of these experiments was an attempt to stir the

helium mechanically. Stirring was accomplished with a solenoid actuated

ferrite rod in the beaker. Flow from the beaker was increased and flow

into the beaker diminished when the helium was continually stirred. The

increase and decrease obtained were both about the same order of

magnitude. It is plausible that the disturbance produced could be in

the form of vortices. The magnitude of the effect seemed to depend on

the rate of stirring, and a dependence of the flow rate on the vorticity

at both ends of the film could be implied from the observation of both an

increase in emptying and a decrease in filling rate.

The observations imply an appreciable entropy due to turbulence, and

one would expect an equilibrium effect in the form of a difference in

levels between two vessels when the specific amount of turbulence in one

was greater than in the other. An equilibrium level difference of

0.5 mm. was observed. All the experiments were carried out at the lowest

bath temperature of 1.15°K.

Seki used the same procedure as Eselson and Lasarev, and occasionally

noted that there was no change in the flow rates between cases (1) and

(3). His work was done at temperatures between 1.2 and 1.3°K.
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4.2 Experiments with a Rotating Beaker

If the flow rate is influenced by the quantity of turbulence at

both ends of the film, one would at first expect the helium in a

rotating beaker to flow out by film flow more quickly than out of a

stationary beaker. The theory of Feynman (1955) gives a density of

vortices in a rotating beaker equal to = 2.1 x 10^w lines/cm.

where uo is the angular velocity. The vortices are parallel to the axis

of rotation, and Hall and Vinen (l956a,b) have demonstrated the probable

existence of these lines in their measurements on the attenuation of

second sound in a rotating bucket of helium. Thus, since there is

vortic-ity at one end of the film, one might expect the flow rate to be

affected.

In some early work Eonnelly (1956)* thought an increase in flow

rate of up to $5% had indeed been detected, but these high rates were

explained in a subsequent investigation (Snyder and Lonnelly, 1955). IVhen

a beaker of helium II is rotated the surface meniscus is parabolic as

for a normal liquid and the shape of the parabola is not dependent on

the normal fluid density. In the reported experiments the variation in

the level of the tip of the meniscus was noted. No change in flow rate

was found for angular velocities between 4 and 220 radians per second

when corrections were made for the height of the rim of the beaker

above the liquid level inside the beaker, including the correction for

the height of the limb of the parabolic meniscus. The change in thickness

*Not available for consultation by the present author.
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of the film on the inside end outside of the beaker, due to rotation,

was negligible.

Prom the observations on flow rates Snyder and Donnelly expected

helium to flow out of a rotating beaker until the limb of the parabolic

meniscus was adjacent to the bath level. Instead they found that the

liir.b of the meniscus was below the bath level in the equilibrium

situation. The differences in height were 0.860 cm. at 1400 rpm. and

0.325 cm. at 800 ipm.

Some similar experiments were carried out using carbon tetra¬

chloride to see if there was an analogous effect with a normal liquid.

The experimental arrangement is showr in Fig. 4.2.1. The perspex beaker

of internal diameter 0.812 in., outer diameter 1.288 in, and height 2 in.,

was partially immersed in a bath of carbon tetrachloride. The rotation

speed could be adjusted by varying the current in the driving motor. In

the first experiment a 1 mm. diameter hole was drilled in the base of

the rotating beaker. When the beaker was rotated the limb of the

parabola was observed to rise slightly higher than the theoretical value

for the height in a beaker isolated from the surrounding bath. In a

second experiment the hole in the bottom of the beaker was closed and a

similar hole was drilled in the side wall of the beaker, near to the

base. When the beaker was now rotated the liquid level fell below the

expected height. When the hole is in the side liquid appears to be

forced out by centrifugal action, while a hole in the base appears to

have little effect. The levels of the limb of the parabolic meniscus

relative tc the bath level are given for three possible cases against the
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Fig. 4.2.1 The apparatus used in the rotation
experiments.
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angular velocity in Table 4.2.1 and Pig. 4.2.2. The three cases shown

are the theoretical value for liquid in a beaker isolated from the bath,

the experimental value for carbon tetrachloride in a beaker with a hole

in the base, and the experimental value for carbon tetrachloride in a

beaker with a hole in the side.

Table 4.2.1

D,.. r> 4-v, -P -un to Limt toRotation „ Depth of Parabola n .. T i r, ., T i
Position o a2 f J^+-i 1 \ Bath Bath Level
of Hole ?/" (expt1-' (theor-) (exptl.) in Isolatedom- <4 Beaker

cm.

Side

Base

24.46 598 0.396 0.321 —0.400 +0.161

34.66 1201 0.652 0.612 -0.828 +0.321

43.2 1866 0.975 0.998 -1.348 +0.499

47.8 2285 1.066 1.222 -1.715 +0.611

21.76 473 0.293 0.253 +0.25 +0.127
31.66 1002 0.653 0.537 +0.53 +0.269
41.45 1718 0.938 0.919 +0.733 +0.460
51.7 2673 1.320 1.430 +0.995 +0.715

There are considerable errors in the readings as the optical system

for viewing the levels was rather simple. The angular velocity was cal¬

culated by timing the rotation speed of the driving shaft with a stop

watch and multiplying by the gear ratio.

Assuming centrifugal forces are pushing the liquid out, then one can

calculate the pressure difference between the two levels when the

equilibrium situation is reached. The change in pressure through the

hole in the side isSI? r) where is the density, iT, the angular
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velocity and R, r the outer and inner radii of the vessel. This should

be equal to the difference in hydrostatic pressure on the two sides of

the hole, H^og, where H is the difference in the heights of the levels.
Therefore

rst. (p2;r2) =

512 = SlL.
H (E2 - r2)

In the present experiment —?£—__ is 1224,
(R- - r2)

Si2
of —- are given in Table 4.2.2

H

The corresponding values

Table 4.2.2

SI H cm. s]L • H cm.

rad./sec. ( experimenta1) H (theoretical)

24.46 -0.400 1496 -0.488

34.66 -0.828 1452 -0.981

43.2 -1.348 1383 -1.523

47.8 -1.715 1332 -1.868

In this calculation it has been incorrectly assumed that the fluid out¬

side the beaker is stationary. However exact solutions would be very

involved because the situation outside is hydrodynam.ically unstable and

extremely complicated.

It appears plausible that Snyder and Eonnelly's results may also

be explained in this way. The equilibrium level difference observed by

them could be a result of centrifugal forces acting through the film.



Snyder and Donnelly explained the results by suggesting that the liquid

in the beaker must be cooler than that in the bath, thus causing a

fountain effect.

4.3 Discussion

Assuming rotation does have no effect on film properties one can

visualise the different effects observed in the following way. In a

rotating beaker the density of vortices is just that required to

satisfy the condition curl vs= 0 throughout most of the liquid and give

the minimum energy of rotation. This number of vortices must be maintained

to satisfy the conditions. In the other experiments the beaker is not in

rotation, and in its steady state there will only be the vorticity

present which it is sometimes thought is inherent in any quantity of bulk

liquid helium. On stirring or filling very quickly an excess of vorticity

over the "background" may be produced, and this will cause the increased

flow rate. In the stirring experiments more vorticity is continually

being created and the flow rate is found to increase when more turbulence

is produced. Thus in all cases the vorticity only appears to affect the

film in so far as the bulk helium at the ends of the film is attempting

to reach its state of lowest energy.

Alternatively, in a rotating beaker the vortices are thought to be

formed parallel to the axis of rotation, end possibly the lower ends of

the lines attach themselves to the base of the beaker and form a rather

stable configuration. In the experiments with non-rotating beakers the

vorticity is most probably formed in lines round the walls of the beakers.
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If the .Allen-Kuper picture (Kuper, 1960) of the film moving on vortex

rollers is correct, then vortices so formed might go into the film more

readily than any which might come away from the base in a rotation

experiment.

An attempt is made in the following work to help clarify the

situation in some of the non-rotating experiments, since only a small

amount of experimental data is so far available. Experiments of two

types have been performed. In the first the dependence of the flow rate

on the method of filling and its variation with temperature have been

noted. In the second a bealcer containing a solenoid activated stirrer

was used, and the main investigation has been into the static level

difference produced.
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CHAPTEP V

General Apparatus and Procedure

5.1 The Cryostat

The general lay out of the apparatus may be seen in Fig. 5.1.1 and

the form of the cryostat may be seen in Fig. 5.1.2. The cryostat con¬

sists of two Dewars, the inner one to contain the helium end the outer

one to be filled with liquid air, mounted on the brass cryostat head.

The head is built up on a 7 in. square brass plate. Above the plate

there is a brass T junction with a 1 in. diameter side arm. This arm

was connected to a 1 in. Saunders type valve, and from there to the

pumping system. A copper-nickel tube, terminating in a flanged brass

tube, was inserted in the other side of the main arm of the T junction.

Attached, to this was a brass plate v.ith a number of glass metal seals,

through which all electrical connections to the inside of the cryostat

were made. The joint was made vacuum tight with a rubber 0 ring. The

electrical connections inside the Fewer were of 31+ S.'.V.G. silk covered

copper wires.

A brass flange was fixed to the top of the main arm of the T

junction and the different cryostat caps used were attached to this.

The vacuum seal was again obtained with a rubber 0 ring.

A cylinder of 1.6 in. internal diameter was fixed below the plate.

The outside of this cylinder was "stepped" in shape, and the whole section



Fig. 5«1«1 General view of the apparatus.
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Fig. 5»1«2 Schematic diagram of the cryostat.
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was screwed to the plate with a Gaco ring between the brass pieces.

The inner Dewar was held in place by a brass ring shaped to hold

the rim of the Dewar, with a ring of Geco sheet between the Dewar and

the brass. The brass ring was screwed to the plate above. As the screws

were tightened a vacuum tight seal was made between the Dewar and the

cryostat head by pressure on the Gaco sheet in the support ring, and on

two Gaco rings on the shaped part of the cylinder protruding below the

plate. The screws on all these vacuum seals where Gaco rings were used

had to be tightened initially when the pressure inside the cryostat was

atmospheric and again when the cryostat was evacuated. If the seals are

not very tight the Gaco rings do not always provide a reliable seal when

there is a slight over pressure on one side.

The air Dewar was held in place by a brass ring covered in felt,

which fitted round a flange in the Dewar some 5 cm. from the rim. Pour

brass stud-bolts suspended the ring from the brass plate of the cryostat

head.

5.2 The Cryostat Caps

The first cryostat cap used during the 'work had four connections

through it. These were the filling entry for the liquid helium, a rod to

support the apparatus for individual experiments, a winch with a nylon

line for further control of the apparatus when required and a connection

to the manometer system.

The filling entry consisted of a short tube through the cap, which was

sealed with a rubber bung except during filling at the liquefier.
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Tlia connection to the manometer was made of copper-nickel re-entrant

tube. The end of this tube vres connected to the manometers by a length

of rubber pressure tubing.

The rod controlling the depth of the apparatus in the cryostat was

made of steel tube, closed at both ends, and the apparatus was fixed to

the bottom by a tube terminal connection. The rod went through a rubber

gland in the cryostat cap, which held it in place while maintaining a

vacuum seal at the joint.

The winch consisted of a small drum in a vacuum sealed outer casing,

on which was wound 0.017 in. nylon fishing lead.

The second cryostat cap required only three connections through it.

The filling entry and connection to the manometer system were exactly as

before. The third connection was another winch with a smaller drum,

fixed so that the 0.017 in. nylon line crme directly down the centre of

the cryostat. To the under side of the cap were fixed two 0.1 in. diameter

rods, extending to the bottom of the Dewar (see Fig. 5«2.l). The

radiation shield, in which all apparatus was mounted, moved up and down

by means of tubes fixed through the shield and free to move on the rods.

The height was controlled by altering the length of the nylon line in the

Dewar. The weight of the shield and its contents was sufficient to keep

the nylon line taut, and the height of the apparatus in the Dewar could

be controlled very easily using the winch.

The use of a winch as described was particularly advantageous when

readings had to be taken as soon as possible after the apparatus was in

the correct position, as the tendency for the apparatus to turn slightly
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Fig. 5*2.1 The interior of the cryostat with the
second cryostat cap in position and showing the

radiation shield.
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in the Bewar was eliminated, and the cathometer setting therefore

remained constant.

5.3 The Dewars

The Bewers of Monex glass were made in the department. The approxi¬

mate dimensions of the two Dewars were as follows:

Length 69.0 cm.

Helium Dewar Inner diameter if.5 cm.

Outer diameter 6.0 cm.

Length 66.0 cm.

Air Bewar Inner diameter 7*0 cm.

Outer diameter 8.8 cm.

The air Bewar was formed entirely of a vacuum flask, and was

silvered inside except for a strip 1A mm. wide down each side. The

helium Dewar was of single thickness glass for the top 11 cm. and the

lower portion was a vacuum flask silvered on the inside except for a

7 mm. wide clear strip down each side.

The air Dewar was pumped hard, but the helium Bewer contained air
at a pressure of approximately 0.1 mm. of mercury at normal temperatures
between the walls. This facilitated precooling of the cryostat before

filling, and when the helium was introduced into the inner Dewar the air
immediately solidified so that the Dewar became hard and worked
efficiently.
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5.4 The Radiation Shield

In ell experiments the apparatus was mounted inside a radiation

shield to prevent any incoming heat radiation affecting the results.

The radiation shield consisted of a cylindrical box 15 cm. long,

with walls of 0.005" copper sheet and top and bottom plates of 0.01"

copper-nickel. The shield just fitted inside the helium Dewar. There

were two windows of 3 ®m. thick Chance 0N22 glass in the sides.

Precautions were taken that background light and the necessary

viewing light were kept to a minimum. The light source was a twelve

volt incancescent bulb, and the light passed through a 15 cm. water cell

and a plate of 0N22 glass before entering the cryostat.

Radiation still appeared to be affecting results, and further pre¬

cautions were taken in later runs. The inside of the metal shield was

painted matt black and the outside of the chamber was given a high polish

to reflect any radiation falling on it. The amount of radiation able to

get through the windows was restricted by covering much of the glass with

a thin sheet of aluminium, polished on the outside and blackened on the

inside, so that only a strip approximately 3 om» wide was left clear for

viewing. With these added precautions the scatter of values in measure¬

ment of a single quantity was greatly reduced,

5.5 The Pumping System

As mentioned the connection from the cryostat to the pumping system was

via a 1" Saunders type valve. The whole cryostat could be disconnected

close to the pump side of this valve for transfer to the liquefier by a



join beside e flexible part of the pumping line (see Fig. 5^5*1)» Beyond

this point a rotary oil pur.p was connected vis a needle control valve.

This pump was used to evacuate the cryostat prior to filling with helium.

The main punp, a "Speedivac High Vacuum Pump", was connected via a

1" Saunders type valve with a needle valve connected in parallel to give

fine control. At the very low working pressures best control was

afforded by the Saunders valve alone. The needle valve was used when the

cryostat was being pumped to lower the temperature to below the lambda-

point initially. The pump was connected to the working point by a 3"

line.

There was a tap connection between the cryostat pumping line and the

helium gas storage containing helium at atmospheric pressure.

With the small rotary oil pump a lowest pressure of about 1 mm. of

mercury could be reached after pumping for several hours. This was low

enough to be effective in removing most of the air absorbed on the

apparatus and inside surface of the cryostat while it was open to the air.

Using the large helium purrp a lowest pressure of approximately 0.4-5 e®#

of mercury was obtained, giving a lowest helium bath temperature of 1.15°K.

5.6 Pressure Measurement

Three gauges were connected to the cryostat for pressure measurement:

(1) A mercury manometer.

(2) An oil manometer.

(3) A McLeod gauge.

The mercury manometer was used to give a rough indication of pressure.



Fig.5.5.1
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The McLeod gauge could be used to read to 0.01 nun. of mercury when the

level was set to the lower of the two fixed marks in the closed tube of

the gauge. When the level was set to the upper mark the pressure could

be read to 0.001 mm. of mercury.

The oil manometer consisted of a U tube filled with butyl phthalate,

with a tap in the top connection between the tubes. When this tap was

closed the drift of the levels in the two arms of the tube indicated

small pressure changes, and thus also temperature changes in the cryo-

stat when it was filled with helium, A drift of 1 cm. difference in the

levels indicated a change of pressure in the cryostat equivalent to

approximately 1 mm. of mercury.

5.7 Filling the Cryostat

The cryostat was usually pumped for several hours when first set up

to remove any gas adsorbed on the surface of the apparatus, as impurities

of this sort have a pronounced effect on the results of film flow. About

an hour before filling the valve to the pump was closed and the tap to

the helium return line opened, to allow helium at atmospheric pressure

into the cryostat. The outer Lewar was filled with liquid air and this

was replenished as required throughout the run, so that the level of

liquid air was always about two inches from the top of the Dewar. The

helium gas inside the cryostat enabled the whole apparatus to be pre-

cooled to the liquid air temperature. Shortly before the cryostat was

taken to the liquefier for filling, the helium return line was again

opened to bring the helium in the Dewar up to atmospheric pressure again.
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The return line and valves all now being shut one the electrical con¬

nections removed, the manometer tube was sealed off by a screw clip,

and the cryostat disconnected at the join in the pump line and carried

to the liquefier.

.After filling, the cryostat was reconnected and the space in the

line which had been open to the air quickly evacuated. The pump used for

this purpose was then shut off. The helium return line was opened. The

manometer tube was reconnected and at the same time the 1" Saunders valve

was opened. The helium in the cryostat was now under vapour at atmos¬

pheric pressure, and therefore at a temperature of L.2°K. Lower tem¬

peratures were then obtained by opening the main pumping line slowly and

lowering the pressure until the desired temperature was attained. The

bath temperature was calculated from the pressure in the cryostat using

the tables prepared in 1958 (van Dijk and Durleux, 1958). The tem¬

perature could be raised if desired later in the experiment by slightly

closing the valves and allowing pumping to continue until a steady

pressure was again obtained.

5.8 Taking of Leadings

In all the experiments observations were made of rise and fall of

the meniscus of the helium level inside a narrow beaker. The meniscus

war in all cases viewed through a cathetometer with a hundred division

graticule. The magnification was such that each division measured
-2

1.2 x 10 cm. Tfoen it was considered advantageous to take readings

over a distance greater than 1.2 cm. conveniently spaced marks were made
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on the outside of the beakerB and cathetometer readings taken relative

to these fixed marks, When flow rates were being measured careful

positioning of the clock with respect to the cathetometer enabled almost

simultaneous measurement of the time and the helium level at a fixed

reference point on the scale.
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CHftFTER VI

Dependence of Transfer Rates on the Method of Filling the Flask

6,1 Apparatus end Method

In the experiments described here the beakers were all between 1.2

and 1.5 mm. diameter and about 5 cm. long. The rims were all lightly

flame polished.

In the early experiments the beaker was mounted inside the copper

radiation shield and the height of the apparatus controlled by the steel

rod through the cryostat cap. Plow out of the beaker after three

different methods of filling was investigated. The methods were:

(1) Pilling by film flow with the rim of the beaker at

least 2 mm. above the bath.

(2) Filling by plunging the beaker below the bath level,

30 that it was completely immersed in one quick

movement.

(3) Pilling by lowering the beaker until the rim was below

the bath level, but surface tension prevented the

helium from pouring into the beaker instantaneously.

The beaker could be immersed to a depth of about 0.6 mm.

without breaking the surface tension meniscus and

filling was by film flow at a much enhanced rate, due

to the increased film thickness. The profile of the

helium at the rim of the beaker is shown in Pig. 6.1.1.
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Fig. 6.1.1 Profile of the helium at the rim of
a carefully immersed beaker.
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Tho results were similar to those previously reported. The rates

of emptying after procedures (2) and (3) were greater than the rate after

procedure (1) by as much as 60^. The first results were however unsatis¬

factory because the rates of flow after (2) and (3) were not repro¬

ducible to within 15%9 The values of the ordinary film flow rates for

filling and emptying also showed a large scatter and were higher than

the normally accepted values, possibly due to the presence of some

inpurities. The irreproducibility was thought to be a consequence of
different depths and rates of immersion of the beaker in successive runs.

It was not very convenient to use the rod for depth control when fine

adjustment was desired, as considerable force had to be exerted to over¬

come resistance in the gland, end this led to jerky motion of the

apparatus.

The modified apparatus (Fig. 6.1.2) was fixed inside the radiation

shield. The beaker was mounted on a frame which was free to move on a

pair of parallel rods. The position of the frame was controlled by a

nylon thread (0.017 in. diamo+pr) which was fixed to the frame and then

passed through small holes in the top plates of the apparatus and

radiation shield to the drum of a small winch attached to the cryostat

cap. The height of the radiation shield was controlled by the rod as

before,

A piece of wire, flattened and made into a pointer, was fixed with

the point about 0.5 mm. above the rim of the beaker. When the beaker

was immersed to fill by fast film flow (procedure (3)), the depth of

immersion could be controlled by adjusting the height until the pointer



Fig. 6.1.2 Apparatus for film flow measurements.
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touched the bath surface. To observe this the pointer had to be set a

little to one side of the beaker. Control of the depth of immersion was

much improved in this way.

The three brass nuts fixed to the bottom of the frame were required

to keep the thread taut. The whole apparatus was mounted in the radiation

shield on its own base plate and held in position by a bayonet fitting.

The scatter of results was probably due to thermal radiation effects.

Care was taken to prevent any direct path for radiation to get into the

shield. The radiation shield nearly filled the Dewar and to facilitate

filling several large spaces had to be left in the top and bottom.

These spaces were backed by another sheet of metal some 0.1 inch behind

the gaps, to give protection from radiation while allowing free passage

of helium.

Before each experiment the beakers were cleaned with carbon tetra¬

chloride and carefully dried. The position of the pointer varied from

day to day, but the height was constent to within 0.1 mm.

6.2 Variations in Flow Kate arisinp from the Method of
Filling the Beaker

The procedure of previous experiments (e.g. Eselson and Lasarev,

1952) was repeated several times. The results are shown in Table 6.2.1

and Jig. 6.2.1, with some readings for normal filling and emptying by

film flow measured prior to filling by fast film flow.
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Table 6,2,1

-5 3 /Flow Hates x 10 cm /cir. sec.

Emptying after
fast film
flow filling

Filling by
film flow

Emptying after
filling by
film flow

16.52 10.92

20.00 10.55

17.78 10.63

9.28

9.28

9.33

8.43

8.65
9.00

9.48

9.34

9.50

9.48

9.26

9.36

9.38

Temperature 1.177°K.

The filling rate when the beaker has emptied after a quick filling

is below the filling rate when the beaker has been filled and emptied by

ordinary film flow. The results of Allen (1961) with stirred helium

imply that the flc v rate might depend on the vorticity at both ends of

the film. This would explain the decrease in the filling rate after a

quick filling and emptying. Assuming the flow rate out of the beaker is

still enhanced when the beaker is lowered for refilling, there will be

some excess vorticity remaining at what becomes the "downstream" end of

the film and this could cause the decreased flow rate. When the beaker

is then emptied the quantity of turbulence remaining is presumably negli¬

gible and the emptying rate is once again normal.

Much conflicting evidence has been put forward on differences in

the filling and emptying rates of beakers by film flow. There is no
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logical reason why the two rates should be different and it is reasonable

to assume that any constant variations in the normal rates for filling

and emptying (as used for the standards here) can be attributed to

radiation and thermal effects. However, the decrease in filling rate

noted here, as in previously published work, is a definite decrease

below the standard rate and can be explained by the turbulence theory.

In the results given here a change of slope was observed in the

graphs of the level of the meniscus against time after a quick filling of

the beaker. This was observed quite frequently in the first experiments

but was noticed less often as the technique was modified. In this group

of runs the beaker was not emptied completely each time before quick

filling. If the turbulent fluid going in and the liquid already present

do not mix very quickly there might be a higher "specific turbulence"

nearer the top of the tube than at a lower part, where the turbulence is

beginning to mix with the bulk liquid previously present. In later work

the beaker was generally completely emptied before filling, or at least

emptied to far below the region over which the level of the meniscus was

noted. With this precaution only one rate was ever observed once edge

effects had disappeared.

6.3 Temperature Variation of the Effect

Eselson and Lasarev (1952) found the magnitude of the difference in

flow rates resulting from the two methods of filling varied with tem¬

perature. They worked at three temperatures and did not observe the

effect when the tenperature was raised to 1.88°K. The other temperatures
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investigated were 1.52 and 1.69°K.

A further investigation into this variation of the effect with tem¬

perature was carried out. At each tenperature a number of measurements

of standard film flow rates for filling and emptying were made. Then the

beaker was filled by careful immersion and fast film flow (procedure (3))

and the emptying flow rate determined. This rate was also noted several

times.

Two examples of the results obtained are given.Figs. 6.3.1 and

6.3.2 show the results in Table 6.3*1» and- Figs. 6.3.3 and 6.3.4 show the

results in Table 6.3.2. In Figs. 6.3.1 ana 6.3.3 all the flow rates are

given in the order in which they were measured. In Figs. 6.3.2 and

6.3.4 the average values of each flow rate are given, together with the

total scatter of values if this is appreciably greater than the part of

the scale covered by the symbol used. In Fig. 6.3.2 there appears to be

a slight maximum at 1.55°K. in the standard film flow rates. This

maximum was also observed by Daunt and Mendelssohn (1932b) but has not

been found in subsequent rigorous studies of the effect of temperature

on film flow (e.g. Smith and Boorse, I955d). There are possibly insuf¬

ficient readings to justify the use of mean values in this experiment.

In a subsequent experiment this was investigated more carefully and mean

values of twenty measurements of flow rates for filling and emptying at

each temperature showed a negligible difference in flow rates between

1.77 and 1,A48°K. In Fig. 6.3.4 no maximum is observed.

The standard filling and enptying rates in both experiments are

not ideally reproducible, but, as explained previously this is probably
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Lahle 6,3»1

Pun on 7th March, 1962.
Flow Pates x 10 ^cms^/cw. sec.

Pressure
mm. of' Hg.

0.489 mm

Tempera¬
ture °K.

1.166

Normal

Filling

8.505
8.64
8.5
8.87

Flow Fates

Normal

Fnptying

8.64
8.64
8.87
8.73

Emptying after
quick filling

13.08
13.94
15.40

10.91
13.17
13.88
13.91

9.02 8.67

1.718 to
1.829
Average
1.773

1.365

9.02
9.04
8.88
8.98

8.66
8.48
8.40
8.55 12.90

12.72
13.09
13.36

11.15
11.85
11.38
11.59

3.280 to
3.171
Average
3.225

1.474

9.09
9.17
5.38

8.66
8.60
8.78 12.89

12.53
12.73

11.83
11.67
11.68

5.12 to
4.48
Average
4.95

1.568

9.18
9.59
8.97

8.96
9.81
8.68 12.60

12.42
13.49

11.38
11.20
11.25

8.39 to
8.43
Average
8.41

1.695

8.725
8.95
8.88

8.75
8.82
8.68 10.55

10.69
11.11

10.00
10.03
10.08
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Table 6.3.1 (continued)

Pressure
mm. of fig.

13.28 to
14.35
'verage
13.82

Tempera¬
ture °K.

1.830

Normal

Filling

8.4
8.5
8.36

Flow Rates

Normal

Emptying

8.17
8.05
7.66

Emptying after
quick filling

9.32
9.17
9.53

8.43
8.60
8.77

23.71 to
23.92
Average
23.82

7.21 6.04
6.91 6.09

2.000 6.66 5.93 8.00 7.05

7.51
6.54
6.13

32.99 to 4.430 2.843
33.96 2.124 4.065 2.%5
Average 4.010 2.888 4.765 3.520
33.48 4.900 3.323

16.27 to 8.34 7.86
13.57 , oc? 8.47 8.14 10.00 8.81
Average * 9.06
14.92
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Fig. 6.3.2 Variation of flow rates with temperature.
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Table 6.3.2

Run on 29th March, 1962.
-5 3 /

Flow Rates x 10 cms /cm. sec.

Pressure
mm. of Hg,

0.565 to
0.542
Average
0.553

Tempera¬
ture °K.

1.183

Flow Rates

Normal Normal

Filling Emptying

7.9 8.07
8.1 8.36
8.01 8.4
7.745 8.28
8.025 8.18
8.125 8.295
8.18 8.125
8.05 8.49

Emptying after
quick filling

13.26
13.16
12.84
12.95
12.92

7.98 8.02
1.465 7.98 8.135
1.326 7.96 8.135
1.298 1.32 8.815 8.62 12.48
Average 12.46
1.363 12.62

12.92

7.88 7.975
8.48 8.09 7.975
8.15 8.17 7.91
8.07 1.689 7.845 7.88 5.08
Average 8.85
8.23 8.85

8.85
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Table 6.3.2 (continued)

Pressure
mm. of Hg.

13.93
13.15
13.17
Average
13.42

Tempera¬
ture °K.

1.821

Normal

Pilling

7.3
7.245
7.36
7.295

Flow Pates

Normal

Emptying

7.28
7.245
7.23
7.32

Emptying after
quick filling

7.92
7.955
7.97
7.86

19.55 to
19.79
Average
19.67

1.938

6.415
6.15
6.32
6.375

6.18

6.45
6.27
6.17
6.25

6.145

6.42
6.54
6.28
6.455

25.13 to
25.23
Average
25.18

2.02

4.92
4.88
4.965

4.6
4.65
4.58 5.055

5.0
4.92
4.78

1.635 to
1.644
Average
1.639

1.351

8.48
7.855
7.92
7.815

7.88
7.88
7.75
7.935 9.735

5.63
12.22
9.9
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Tafrle 6.3.2 (continued)

Pressure
nun. of Hg.

2.538 to
2.601
Average
2.569

Tempera¬
ture °K.

1.433

Normal

Pilling

8.06
8.325
8.3

Flow Pates

Normal

Emptying

8.13
8.13
8.005

Emptying after
quick filling

11.92
9.96
11.76

8.89 to

■'

verage
8.95

1.711

8.22
7.89
8.07

7.9
7.85
7.8 8.72

8.805
8.855 8.56
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Fig. 6.3^ Variation of flow rates with temperature.
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due to temporary fluctuations in the radiation entering the shield. The

temperature was also not always steady, particularly if the helium pump

was being used for a second working point in the building, and this can

cause fluctuations in the flow rate. In the experiment giving the results

shown in Fig. 6.3*3 the radiation shielding precautions mentioned on

page 69 were taken, and comparison with Fig. 6.3.1 shows how the repro¬

ducibility is inproved.

The lower values for the enhanced emptying rates at temperatures

1,351 and 1.433°K. in Table 6.3.2 are thought to be spurious results as

no similar observations have been made in other runs.

A search for possible relationships between the enhanced flow rate

and superfluid fraction or temperature has been carried out. So far no

relationship has been found which is obeyed by either the relative
C — R

enhancement in flow rate, -—-—-, where Q is the enhanced flow rate and

R is the normal flow rate, or by the enhanced flow rate.
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CH/UTEK VII

The Effect of Stirring Helium in a Small Beaker

7.1 Introduction

A copper-nickel stirrer, connected es shown in Fig, 7.1.1 to a

solenoid activated piece of ferrite (dullard Ferroxcube, type FX.1147)*

was.used in the first experiments. This system stirred the helium satis¬

factorily and flow rate measurements showed the form previously

reported (Allen, with similar changes in flew rates with stirring

frequency arid a very smell equilibrium level difference.

In all experiments the stirrer only appeared to stir the helium

effectively if the level of the meniscus in the beaker was noticeably

agitated.

Several times in different experiments the helium in the beaker

suddenly ceased to be stirred, although motion of the stirrer continued.

Cnce the helium had exhibited this strange effect it appeared unable to

regain its earlier properties during the same day for more than a minute

or two. Normally it ceased to be stirred for the rest of the run. It

was thought that this might be due in some way to thermal effects inside

the radiation shield, possibly a result of the considerable heat dis¬

sipation from the solenoid. The solenoid was made of copper vdre and

the bath level fell noticeably when current toe passed in the coil.

Superconducting solenoids were made to overcome this large source of

heat input.
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Fig. 7.1.1 Apparatus for stirring helium with
a copper-nickel stirrer.
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7.2 The Superconducting Solenoids

The coils eventually used were of 0.008 in. niobium wire and had

690 turns of wire. The anodised film on the metal surface provided

sufficient insulation for the vdre and each layer of turns was separated

by a layer of oiled silk. The wire was too brittle to endure much

handling and leads of niobium from the ends of the coil could not be

taken to the top of the cryostat before joining to another metal.

Instead, they were cut off an inch or two from the coil end joined to

34 S.W.G. Lewmex copper wires.

The junctions were made by exerting pressure on the wires in con¬

tact between plates of indium. Small plates of nickel and indium were

prepared, with a hole through the centre of each cne. Four of the plates

were connected in the order nickel, indium, indium, nickel, and fixed

with a 10 B/: screw through the holes. Pressure was maintained by the

screw in a tapping in one of the 0.08 in. thick nickel plates. The ends

of the niobium and copper wires were cleaned and laid round the screw

between the indium plates. Contact was readily made between the copper

and indium, but greater care was necessary in making contact between the

indium and niobium because of the tendency for niobium to form a covering

layer of oxide.

7.3 Apparatus

A superconducting solenoid was incorporated in apparatus similar to

that used by Allen (1961). A piece of ferrite was used as the stirrer and

the whole beaker placed through the superconducting coil. The beaker was
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nanow as before but much longer, being about 7*5 cm* long, and had marks

made on it at 5 mm# spacing. The whole apparatus (""ig. 7*3*"0 was

secured on its own base, which then fitted inside the radiation shield

with a bayonet fitting.

For easy positioning of the apparatus with respect to the bath the

second cryostat cap (see page 66) was used. The junctions for the super¬

conducting solenoid were kept below the coil and outside the shield, so

that if any heating occurred at the junctions the effect would be quickly

dissipated throughout the bath.

7*4 Taking; of headings

When the helium was stirred the meniscus in the beaker was visibly

agitated at all frequencies investigated and a large equilibrium static

level difference was obtained. The graphs in Figs. 7*5*1 and 7*5*3 show

the variation in static level difference with frequency on two different

runs. It was necessary to wait a considerable time for the steady level

differences to develop, and during these times the bath level was con¬

tinually falling. It was, therefore, impossible to keep the same helium

level inside the beaker throughout. Readings were only taken when this

level was between two of the fixed marks on the scale in case there was

a variation in level difference with the amount of helium in the beaker.

In this experiment the rim was sufficiently far from the bulk liquid

levels for any rim effects normally observed to be neglected completely.
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Fig. 7.3-1 Apparatus for stirring helium with
a solenoid activated piece of ferrite rod. The
superconducting coil and junctions can be seen.
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7.5 Interpretation of the Equilibrium Level Difference Readings

In Pig. 7.5.1 the points in the graph are noted in the order in

which they were taken, as it is felt this may help in the explanation

of the results. Starting at 1.5 c/s no level difference was noted until

4 c/s on the oscillator scale. (For convenience the frequencies are all

given here as on the oscillator scale, for any claculations a correcting

factor of O.678 must be applied). Readings of the equilibrium level

difference were taken going up in steps of 2 c/s to 14 c/s, then 15 c/s

and down again in steps of 2 c/s filling in the gaps in the frequencies

on the table (Table 7«5.l). It was noted that the motion of the stirrer

decreased in amplitude at about 12 c/s when no adjustments, apart from

frequency change, were made to the electrical circuit (Fig. 7.5.2), the

ferrite apparently being unable to follow the magnetic field exactly at

the higher frequencies. The amplitude decreased from about 24 divisions

on the cathetometer scale (approximately 3 mm.) to between 12 to 15

divisions.

A marked effect is observed when the liquid is stirred. The first

four positive readings indicate a linear dependence of equilibrium level

difference on frequency at constant amplitude, no difference being

observed below 4 c/s. The auplitude was then observed to fall and a

different linear dependence was observed in the range 13, 14, 15 c/s.

Decreasing the frequency again there was a sudden increase in level

difference when the amplitude of the stirrer increased again between 13

and 11 c/s, then a further linear dependence of level difference on

frequency as the frequency decreased. The slopes of lines I and III (see
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Fig# 7.5.1) are approximately the same but they have different intercepts

on the frequency axis* If both the stirrer and the tube were sufficiently

asymetrical the velocity of helium flow past the stirrer could be changed

if the stirrer was turned round while being violently agitated. This

change could cause the apparent shift of the line connecting the readings

if one assumes the amount of turbulence depends on the velocity of

helium past the stirrer. Close examination of the part of the tube con¬

taining the stirrer later revealed considerable asymetry in the tube.

The decrease in amplitude would also give a different velocity of

helium past the stirrer. The velocity depends on the size of the gap,

frequency and amplitude. Assuming the gap size is constant, for equal

velocities of flow the product of frequency and amplitude should be con¬

stant. If the static level difference is also a measure of the velocity,

points on the graph corresponding to the same level difference should

show the same product of frequency and amplitude. Starting with values

on the line through the points at 13» 14, 15 c/s, corresponding frequen¬

cies for the larger amplitude of oscillation are calculated in Table

7.5*2. The level differences and amplitudes are given as a number of

divisions on the cathetometer scale.

Table 7.5.2

Line II Line I or III

Level
Difference Amplitude Frequency

c/s
Expected

Product Amplitude Frequency
c/s

15

22

29

13

13

13

13

14

15

169

182

195

24

24

24

7

7.6

8.1
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Table 7.5.1

Amplitude of

„ _ Frequency c/s on Oscillation Static Level DifferenceNo, of reauing _%. » ' Dive, on ~ . .^ B.F.O, Scale . . . Divs. on CathetometerCathetometer

(approx. )

1 4 24 7.5

2 6 24 49.5

5 8 24 72

4 10 24 107

5 12 24 62
6 14 15 21.5

7 15 12 31
8 13 15 15

9 11 25 95
10 9 24 63
11 7 24 8.5
12 6 24 =2

13 5 24 not detectable

Run on 1st June, 1962,
Lowest available bath temperature
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There is quite good agreement between these calculated points and line

III (see Pig. 7.5.1).

On Feynman's (1955) picture there should be a critical velocity

of helium flow through the gap between the stirrer and the tube, below

which vorticity cannot be created. Thus one expects to find the

observed sharp intercept with the frequency axis on the graph. The

sharp intercept also indicates that the observations cannot be attributed

to thermal effects. No fountain effect is observed when P.C. only is

supplied to the superconducting- solenoid, thus eliminating thermal effects

from this source. If there was any heating inside the beaker, due to

eddy currents in the ferrite or frictional heating, it should be propor¬

tional to the frequency of stirring. The presence of such heating might

be expected to show first as a fountain in the beaker and then by

evaporating away the helium, producing a continuous steady fall of the

liquid levels as in the observations of Daunt and Mendelssohn (1950) on

the thermomechonical effect. However, in these experiments no change of

level in either direction was observed at frequencies below the cut off

values mentioned. Also, evaporation would result in a steady decrease

in the quantity of helium present and an equilibrium level difference

would not be obtained.

In the experiment giving- the results in Table 7.5*3 and Fig. 7.5*3

the whole apparatus had been dismantled and reassembled, though the same

tube and stirrer were used. The settings of the uncalibrated potentio¬

meters in the electrical circuit were also slightly different. The ampli¬

tude of stirring on this occasion remained constant throughout the whole
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Frequency c/s
on B.F.O. scale

2

3

4

4. 6

5

6

6.5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Run on 18th July, 1962.

Temperature 1.186°K.

Table 7.5.3

.Amplitude of
oscillations
Divs. on

cathetometer

31

30

30

30

30

50

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

Static Level
Difference
Divs. on

cathetoraeter

0

0

0

0

0

2?

8

8

17*4

21.5

14

27

84

112

137

150
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Levci. t>ipp£r£»jte.

Fig. 7.5.3 Variation of equilibrium level difference
with frequency of stirring. (Run on 18th July, 1962).

100 divisions = 1.2 cm.
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frequency range, nnd the readings were taken in ascending frequency

order only.

The change 3n slope of the graph at about 9.5 c/s is a feature not

previously observed and the slopes are not the same as before. The line

connecting the points from 6 to 9 c/s (line IV) coincides well in slope

with line II of the previous set of results, but line V is steeper than

any lines obtained before. The possibility that the stirrer gets into

different modes of vibration cannot be neglected. This could explain

the different slopes, correlation between lines obtained only being

possible if the stirrer happened to strike the same mode each time,

possibly for example in lines I and III, or lines II and IV.

Exact calculation of the critical parameters for the creation of

turbulence is not possible because of the scatter of cut off values of

frequency. Orders of magnitude of the different quantities have been

estimated.

For the purpose of these calculations the motion of the stirrer

has been assumed sinple harmonic, which is only an approximation to the

proper mode of motion.

The geometrical constants of the apparatus are given below:

Internal diameter of the tube = 1.715 mm.

Diameter of the ferrite stirrer = 1.582 mm.

Size of the gap (assumed regular) s 0.066 mm.

Velocity of helium past the stirrer »

Velocity of the stirrer 1
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The critical velocity of flow past the stirrer is calculated in

Table 7.5.4.

Table 7.5.4

Cut off frequency

(B.F.O.) corrected

c/s

Amplitude of
oscillation

(cathetometer
reading) en.,

Maximum

velocity of
stirrer
cm,/sec.

Velocity of
helium

cm./sec.

5.7 3.86 30 0.36 4.37 24.75

3.6 2.44 24 0.288 2.21 12.52

6.0 4.07 24 0.288 3.685 20.85

11.2 7.59 13 0.156 3.72 21.05

The critical velocity of helium past the stirrer for creation of

turbulence appears to be approximately 20 cm./sec., about a factor of

ten greater than the values quoted by Atkins (1959a) for critical

velocity of helium flow in glass capillaries of dimensions similar to

the gap size,

Feynman's (1955) formula for the critical velocity for the creation

of turbulence,

v =
md

In

is calculated for the idealised picture where helium is flowing into a

bath of initially stationary fluid. The situation in the present experi¬

ments is very complicated and this formula cannot therefore be expected

to apply exactly. The calculated critical velocity is 0.32 cm./sec.,

two orders of magnitude less than the observed critical velocity. The

formula is critically dependent on the size of the vortex core, which

cam only be estimated theoretically.
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Staas et al. have found a critical value of Reynolds number above

which turbulent flow in capillaries occurs. They found the expression

for Reynolds number (p.)

d/°vn
E -

7»
where d is the channel size, o the density of helium, vn the velocity of
the normal component end^ the viscosity of the normal component, fitted
their results better then other possible expressions for the Reynolds

number in liquid helium. The critical Reynolds number in their experi¬

ments appeared to be about 1200. Critical values for the Reynolds number

using this formula are calculated in Table 7*5»5 for the present experi-

ments. is taken to be 0.145 gm./cm, and as 19 x 10 poise

(.Atkins, 1959a) •

Table 7.5.5

Critical velocity
(experimental) Reynolds number

cm./sec.

24.75 1261

12.52 638

20.85 1068

21.05 1072

Thus the observed critical velocities give values of Reynolds number in

order of magnitude agreement with the values found for turbulence in a

glass capillary.
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7.6 Flow Rate Measurements

Measurements of the flow rate when the helium in the beaker was

being continually stirred were attempted, but the corresponding static

level differenceswhich could be obtained were so large that it became

difficult to measure the very slow filling rates. The readings shown

only give emptying rates for the beaker. Readings were taken over the

same region of the beaker each time. Only a few values have yet been

obtained (Table 7.6.1 and Fig. 7.6.1).

A linear plot is obtained for flow rate against frequency of

stirring. The apparent frequency, obtained by extrapolation of the

graph, at which any increase in emptying rate might commence is much

lower than that at which an equilibrium level difference has been found.

One might expect the two cut off values to be the same, but, as dis¬

cussed previously, the stirrer may just have been in a different mode

of oscillation.

7.7 Development and Decay of the Equilibrium Level Difference

Readings of the variation of both lath and beaker levels with time

were taken to see how the static level difference was developed. The

results are shown in Table 7.7.1 and Fig. 7.7.1. The solenoid was

switched on when both beaker and bath levels were 5 ®m. from the rim of

the beaker.

A rapid splitting of the levels occurred at the start and then the

beaker level settled to a steady rate of fall. The difference between

the two levels increased gradually as the beaker level fell over a
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Table 7*6,1

-5 3 /
Flow Rates x 10 cms /cm.sec.

Current in the coil Filling Rate Emptying Rate

None 9.09 8.77

9.29 9.17

B.C. 9.045 9.65
9.01 9.13

B.C. and 4 c/s A.C. 6.03 11.32

5.67 11.08

5 c/s 11.31

11.69
6 c/s 12.37

13.41

8 c/s 13.55

3 c/s 10.77

2 c/s 9.32

4 c/s 12.06

Run on 18th July, 1962.

Temperature 1.186°K.
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Fig. 7.6.1 Variation of the flow rate out of
a beaker with frequency cf stirring.

(Run on 18th July, 1962).
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Table 7.7.1

Stirring at 5 c/s, amplitude of stirring 30 divisions.

Cathetometer scale readings

Tims

Bath level Beaker level
J/iin. Sec.

10 0 19

15 0 32

20 0 49

25 1 5

30 1 34

35 2 4

40 2 30

45 3 10

5 50 3 37.5
6 55 4 26

9 60 5 15

12 65 6 10.5

14 70 6 59.5

16 75 7 47

17.5 80 8 12.5

22 85 5 26.5

Pun on 18th July, 1962.

Temperature 1.186°K,



l£v£lson
Pig.7-7.1

DevelopmentoftheEquilibriumLevelDifference
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period of forty minutes.

It was suspected that the quantity of helium in the vessel had some

bearing on the results. The steady increase in the level difference as

the quantity of helium in the beaker was reduced supports this view.

The bath level fell by about 1.25 cm. during the forty minutes while the

two levels were observed. Even after applying a correction for the

volume of helium present in the beaker the setting up of the level

difference does not seem to obey a simple saturation formula of the type

D * E0(1 - e where D is the level difference and Dc its value at

saturation, t is the time after switching on and A is a constant.

An unsuccessful attempt was made to measure the delay time between

commencement of stirring and any influence on the flow rate. The time

was too short to be measured by the techniques enployed here. It was

thought that this time might vary with the amount of helium present.

An attenpt was also made to note the variation of static level

difference with the volume of helium present in the beaker, by noting

the level difference when the bath was at different marked levels on the

beaker. A conclusive set of results was never obtained, because the

effect of "tiredness" as observed in some of the early experiments was

again noted.

The stirrer was switched off after an equilibrium level difference

had developed and the decay of the level difference observed. Prom the

results mentioned in Chapter VI it might be expected that the flow rate

into the beaker would var*y, being slower than the standard flow rate but

gradually tending to the normal flow rate as the "specific turbulence"
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at the downstream end of the film diminished. The results can be seen

in Fig. 7.7.2. The expected variation in flow rate was not observed and

subsequent measurements of the standard flow rate showed that the level
difference decayed at a rate consistent with normal filling rates.

7.8 "Tired" Helium

This "tiredness" appeared when the helium ceased to be stirred and

the meniscus in the beaker was no longer agitated, although motion of the

stirrer appeared to remain the same. Fometimes the beaker meniscus still

moved occasionally, while at other times the meniscus immediately became

steady and easy to see. 7ny static level difference which had been set

up immediately died away. In view of the precautions which have now been

taken it is unlikely that this effect can be attributed to spurious

thermal effects.

Possibly the effect could be caused by the stirrer creating so much

turbulence that a sort of saturation position is reached, where instead

of non-turbulent helium passing the sides of the stirrer, the stirrer

just carries some of the turbulence (assuming this is in the form of

vortices) up and down v/ith it. This view is supported by the observation

that in any run the effect always first appeared at one of the higher

frequencies (not always at the same frequency) and stirring at lower

frequencies after this was only sometimes accomplished. It was suspected

that the effect developed when the beaker was being emptied fairly

rapidly while being continually stirred, when no helium was getting into

the beaker until after the effect had developed.
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itv£LS oH

Fig. 7.7.2 Decay of the equilibrium level dif¬
ference compared with normal filling rates for

the beaker.
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Three ways in which "tiredness" has been observed are shown in

Figs. 7-8,1 and 7.8.2. In Fig. 7.8.1 the meniscus .as not agitated

during the intervals ab, cd and ef, but during intervals be and de the

meniscus was agitated and in the time interval after f the meniscus was

agitated intermittently and the level difference gradually increased

again. In Fig. 7.8.2 the straight portions of the plots of beaker level

were observed when the meniscus was not agitated.' In the lower graph

the meniscus was agitated intermittently during the intervals when the

beaker level does not follow a linear plot.

The possibility that this may be an experimental effect cannot be

eliminated completely. It is however difficult to envisage the reasons

for any mechanical inefficiency of the stirrer at times when the effect

was observed. It wss never observed at the start of a run, although the

working time before it appeared varied from day to day end it was some-
»

times not observed at all. Stopping the stirrer for up to half-an-hour

lid not affect the state of the helium once it was "tired". Emptying

the helium from the beaker anc then filling by plunge filling did not

completely remove any tiredness which had developed, although some

stirring could be accomplished after this procedure.

7.9 Comparison of the Ecuilibrium Level Difference with
Fountain Pressure

A fountain effect was set up in a small beaker for comparison with

the pressure head of helium produced when the beaker was stirred. The

apparatus consisted of a narrow beaker of 1,93 nim. internal diameter,

containing a small coil of Eureka wire. Two pairs of copper leads were



T/M£INAl/^C/TCJ.

Fig.7.8.1

Awayinwhich"tiredness"develops
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TimB If* M/a/i/T£s.

Fig. 7*8.2 Two ways in which "tiredness" develops.
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provided so that both current end voltage in the small coil could be

measured.

The fountain height in the beaker was noted for different values

of the power input and a linear graph of the fountain pressure against

heat input was obtained (Table 7.9.1 and Pig. 7.9.1)• Above a certain

critical heat input the helium in the beaker boiled away more quickly

than it could be replaced by film flow from the bath and thus only a

limited value of the fountain pressure could be reached. In Pig. 7.9.1

it can be seen that to obtain a fountain pressure of 30 divisions
— "5

(0.36 cm.) an energy input of 0.72 x 10 joules/sec. is required.

The equilibrium level difference produced by stirring introduces a

negative pressure head at the end of the film where the turbulence is

created. This implies a further term due to the turbulence in the

expression for pressure in liquid helium (Allen, 1961):

P = gh + sT - f(vorticity) .

In the equilibrium situation there appears to be a balance between

the potential energy of the helium outside the beaker and the kinetic

energy of turbulence inside the beaker.
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Table 7.9.1

„ ^ .^-3 Fountain pressureVoltage V volts VI x 10 D±V8# on 6cale

0.001 0.0020 0

0.0044 0.0176 0

0.0065 0.0390 1.2

0.0088 0.0704 2.5
0.0111 0.1110 5.5
0.0133 0.1599 8

0.0157 0.2199 11.2

0.0179 0.2861 12.8

0.0199 0.3582 14
0.0216 0.4320 17.5
0.0249 0.5480 22.5
0.0267 0.6430 26

0.0299 0.7770 8.5
0.0316 evaporating

Run on 14th June, 1962.

'emperature not very steady but approximately 1.247°K
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Fountain HEIGHT.
Divisions ow

Vow BR \NPVT IN

MILLIWATTS.

Fig. 7«9«1 Fountain pressure as a function of
the power input to the beaker.
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CH&PTER VIII

Summary

A qualitative survey of the experimental results on flow of the

helium film has led to several observations which may have some

beaiing on the mechanism of the flow. The initial cause of flow between

helium at two different gravitational levels has been estimated to

result from an instability in the film profile at the rim of the wall

separating the two levels. Further consideration has led to the

belief that the statement which implies that flow is controlled by the

smallest perimeter in the flow path should be amended to imply that it

is the smallest "channel" which controls flow, although in the majority

of cases the two will be coincident. If bulk helium formed above the

upper of two levels between which flow occurred, it would be at a higher

gravitational potential than the level initially supplying helium for

the film flow and should then tend to flow in the opposite direction.

This is thought to be the reason for the control exerted by a constriction

on the flow of the film.

The experiments with the rotating beakers filled with carbon

tetrachloride have shown that, in any rotating beaker experiments where

the fluid inside is connected by a leak to the external bath, one must

be careful to distinguish the effects of centrifugal forces from any

other observed phenomena.

The experiments on the effect produced by turbulence in the bulk
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helium on the helium film in contact with it require further develop¬

ment before good quantitative results may be obtained. Turbulence does

appear to influence the helium film, although it is difficult to recon¬

cile some of the recorded observations. Enhanced flow rates out of a

beaker have always been observed when the beaker has been filled by

quick immersion, followed by slower filling rates, but no corresponding

slow filling rate has been observed when the stirrer in a beaker was

switched off and the equilibrium level difference allowed to decay.

The need for good shielding of the apparatus from thermal radiation to

get reproducible results from film experiments has been demonstrated.

Considerable equilibrium level differences have been produced by

stirring the helium in a beaker. The differences are not however

reproducible from day to day and only rough estimates can be made of

the critical velocity and Reynolds number. The values of Reynolds

number, calculated using the measured critical helium velocity as v^ in
the formula of Staas et al.. agree moderately well with the critical

values of Reynolds number for flow in capillaries. The equilibrium

level difference indicates a balance between the kinetic energy of

turbulence inside the beaker and the potential energy of the helium at

the other end of the film.

It is unlikely that the present form of the apparatus can yield

any more quantitative results, as the instabilities in the motion of

the stirrer ere such as to be inherent in any similar system. Develop¬

ment of another method of producing turbulence in the bulk liquid should

help to clarify the picture, and it is to be hoped that the results will



provide a more quantitative picture consistent with the observations

recorded here. It might also be instructive to investigate the effects

on the film of more readily calculable forms of kinetic energy in the

bulk liquid.
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